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CHAPTER 1: GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Dissertation Organization

The following sections of this chapter include a detailed literature survey on germane

properties of Ti5Si3, as well as a summary that gives reasons for the need for additional

research and describes the significance of this dissertation. Chapters 2 through 5 consist of

manuscripts submitted to various j ournals. Chapters 2 through 4 attempt to determine the

structure and bonding of Ti5Si3-based materials and make a correlation to known properties.

The secondary authors acquired some data used in these manuscripts. Chapters 2 and 4

contain neutron diffraction data taken by S.K Malik at Missouri University’s Research

Reactor. Chapter 4 contains theoretical electronic structure calculations made by Y.Y Ye at

Wuhan University, China. Chapters 2 and 5 examine two properties of Ti5Si3-based

materials that are critically important for engineering applications: thermal expansion

anisotropy and oxidation behavior. Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the most important results

of these studies and includes suggestions for future research.

All but Chapter 4 include my major professor, Dr. Mufit Akinc, as co-author sincehe

was an integral part in shaping this dissertation. His insightful comments and patience is

greatly appreciated. Dr. Matthew Kramer is also included as co-author on several papers for

his help on Rietveld analysis, neutron diffraction and giving me the opportunity to perform

research at the synchrotrons sources. I must also mention the unsung work of Dr. Andrew

Thorn, whose technical discussions and critical assessments are also greatly appreciated.
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The Current Interest in Silicides

The large interest in silicides, currently present in the research community, has been

driven by essentially two industrial applications. The first, which occurred in the early

1980’s and has unequivocally altered the world’s economy and development, is the large

scale production of silicon based computers. Silicides are used primarily as ohmic contacts

due to their low electrical resistivity and thermal compatibility with silicon.l Compatibility is

achieved by using phases that are in thermodynamic equilibrium with silicon, namely the

disilicides. Of the many that exist, TiSi2, CoSi2 and WSi2 exhibit the most useful properties;

thus, much of the research has focused on these compounds. This research on disilicides

includes: oxidation behavior2-G, which is important in photolithographic and thermal

processing of circuits; atomic diffusivities7, which are important in predicting chemical

reactivity of circuits; and the nature of chemical bonding in silicides8-12, which is important in

understanding, predicting, and tailoring a material’s electrical response in circuits.

The second area of research was spawned by the seemingly insurmountable limitation

of metallic alloys to exceed structural applications in excess of 1100”C. Specifically,

superalloys, which are the primary materials used in these applications, rapidly lose their

resistance to creep and oxidation above 1100”C. Yet, a structural material that could

withstand temperatures from 1300 to 1600°C would conceivably have as large an impact on

the economy as the microelectronics industry. Not only would such a material improve the

efficiency of current applications, but it would also enable new and more demanding

applications. This desire to increase application temperatures in combination with many

promising properties seen in a certain class of materials, the intermetallics, led to an
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extensive research effort beginning in the late 1980’s and continuing today. The properties of

intermetallics that were initially responsible for this interest included very high melting

points, many in excess of 2000°C, densities typically lower than 7 g/cm3, and a large alloying

potential. In fact, the number of intermetallic compounds is so substantial that much of the

research from 1987 to 1993 focused on characterizing many compounds based on a few

properties in an attempt to efficiently find the most promising materials.

The necessary criteria for high temperature applications and the materials that met

these criteria were primarily developed through research by Anton, Shaw et al. 13-18and by

Fleischer et al 19-24 The criteria included: good creep and oxidation resistance above 1000°. .

C, low density, retention of strength at elevated temperatures and alloying or compositing

possibilities to improve the ambient temperature brittleness inherent to most intermetallics.

Based on these criteria, aluminizes and silicides proved most promising; although, an

intermetallic alloy that possesses all of the above characteristics has yet to be developed.

This vast body of research has not produced the perfect high-temperature structural

material; but from it, two very important aspects of synthesizing intermetallics have become

known. The first important aspect is that alloying additions, even in very small amounts, may

dramatically affect the properties. For example, previous research by Meyer and Akinc25 on

Mo5Si3 based compounds has shown that the addition of only 2wt% boron can improve the

high temperature oxidation resistance by three orders of magnitude. As another example, a

small addition of boron, carbon or beryllium has been shown to increase the ductility of

Ni3Al and Ni3Si by modifying grain boundary properties.2G The second important aspect is

that the processing route also plays an essential role in determining the properties. Important
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factors include microstructure, porosity, microcracks, residual stress and impurity content. A

classic example is of the catastrophic oxidation (pesting) of MoSi2 at low temperatures.

Research has shown that this pesting phenomenon is primarily due to the presence of

excessive microcracks and porosity .27

The existence of countless permutations on alloying additions and processing

conditions will insure the continuation of intermetallic research for decades. In addition, the

known importance of impurity and defect content on properties requires a more critical look

at earlier research. This is especially true for Ti5Si3, which will be discussed below.

The Promises of M~Si~Based Compounds (M = transition metal)

Silicides with the M5Si3 stoichiometry offer many advantages over other silicides.

The crystal structure is either a hexagonal Mn=$is type (P6Jmcm, M= Sc, Y, Ti, Mn), body-

centered tetragonal Cr5B3 type (14/mcm, M= La, Nb, Ta, Cr), or body-centered tetragonal

W5Si3 type (14/mcm, M= V, Mo, W). In contrast to disilicides, substitutional alloying

possibilities in these structures are much more numerous. In addition, all M5Si3 compounds,

except La5Si3, revert to the hexagonal form in the presence of smaller atoms (i.e. B, C, O or

N). This hexagonal structure can accommodate up to 11at% of these small interstitial atoms.

Thus, M5Si3 compounds also exhibit substantial interstitial alloying possibilities, which are

not seen with any other silicide stoichiometry. Other advantages include higher melting

points and the potential for ductile phase toughening. Silicides richer in silicon than M5Si3

compounds are not in thermodynamic equilibrium with ductile phases; thus, they can not

form stable composites with them.
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Disadvantages of pure M5Si3 compounds include only marginal oxidation resistance,

low fracture toughness at ambient temperature, and anisotropic properties. This last property,

which is a result of anisotropic crystal structures, leads to processing obstacles such as

residual stress and microcracks. Additionally, processing of pure hexagonal M5Si3 is difficult

due to the strong tendency of carbon, oxygen and nitrogen to fill the interstitial sites.

Because of these processing difficulties, research on M5Si3 compounds, including Ti5Si3,

must be viewed critically.

Properties of Ti5Si~

Thermodynamic Data

Figure 1 shows the most recent phase diagram of the Ti-Si system, which is taken

from Seifert et al.28. It was produced through a least-squares optimization of known phase

equilibrium and thermodynamic data, as well as theoretical modeling of the liquid phase and

non-stoichiometry of Ti5Si3. A previously published and frequently cited phase diagram was

assessed by Murray29 and was primarily based on data from Svechnikov et al.30. However,

Iattice parameters for Ti5Si3 given in this study suggest a significant amount of interstitial

impurity. Studies on rare earth Mn5Si331>32type silicides indicate that interstitial impurities

noticeably decrease the melting point of these compounds; thus the melting point of Ti5Si3

given by Murray, and possibly, the homogeneity range are questionable. Unfortunately, the

homogeneity range for Ti5Si3 given in Seifert et aL28must also be called into question. This

study modeled the non-stoichiometry by substitutional defects, but work by Corbett et aL33

on compounds with an identical crystal structure suggest that interstitial defects are likely.
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Table I and Figure 2 give known thermodynamic data of Ti5Si3.34-3GA critical review

by Schlesinger34 in 1990 on the thermodynamic properties of solid transition metal silicides

illustrates the lack of good data for these systems. To date, only reliable measurements of

enthalpy of formation and low temperature heat capacity have been documented. Although

not as reliable, the data of Figure 2 clearly show that Ti5Si3 is among the most stable of the

silicides.

Several isothermal phase equilibrium studies also exist on Ti-Si-Z systems (Z=C, N

or 0).37-39 Figure 3 gives the isothemal phase diagrams from these studies, all of which,

were produced through a series of diffusion couples. These ternary phase diagrams illustrate

two important and previously mentioned properties: Ti5Si3 exhibits a large homogeneity

range for interstitial atoms, and the existence of this homogeneity range enables Ti5Si3 to be

in thermodynamic equilibrium with all silicide phases, most Ti~ compounds and titanium

metal. Thus, properties can be tailored through the many possible phase assemblages. The

combinations become even larger if another transition metal is added to produce a quatemary

system, of which none have been assessed.

Structural/Interstitial Chemist~

The crystal structure of Ti5Si3 is the hexagonal Mn5Si3 type (Space group=

P63/mcm)(Fig 4). The structure consists of essentially two chains of atoms; one being a

linear chain of titanium atoms, the other being a chain of face-shared octahedra formed by six

titanium atoms. The center of these octahedra is where interstitial atoms would sit.

According to published data40, the diameter of this interstitial hole is approximately 1.34&
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Table I. Thermodynamic Data for Ti5Si3 at 298K

Cp, J/(K mol) AHf, kJ/mol AGf, kJ/mol ef), K Source

181.4 -510.4 -514.2 Barin3b

-581.4 -581.3 Seifert et al.28

180.3 -579.2 -571.5 670 Archer et al.35

Fi~ure2. Standmd freeenergy of fomation ofvarious M5Si3 compounds. Silicides of the--
second and third groups of transition metals are generally more stable than later transition
metal silicides.3G
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c. Ti-Si-O phase diagram. Ti5Si30X is in equilibrium with every compound but
oxygen, silicon, Ti407, Ti02 and TiSi2.39

Figure 3. (continued)
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Table II. Lattice Parameters of Ti5Si3

a. A c. A Studv

7.465(2) 5. 162(2) Pietrokowsky et al.41, 1951

7.429(?) 5.1392(?) Swanson et aL43, 1959

7.4440(4) 5. 1430(5) Quakernaat et aL42, 1974

7.4543(4) 5.1474(6) Thorn et aL40, 1995

7.4610(3) 5.1508(1) Kajitani et aL44, 1986

7.459 * 0.002* 5. 150* 0.002* This Study

* The error value represents the standard deviation of several measurements.

Figure 4. Partial crystal structure of Ti~Si~ZX. Interstitial atoms (Z) sit at the center of the
irregular, face-sharing octahedra of Ti atoms.
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which is large enough to accommodate second period elements. In fact, work done on

compounds with identical crystal structures by Corbett et al. 33 has shown that atoms as

massive as fourth period elements can be incorporated into the interstitial position, resulting

in a significant expansion of the lattice. As seen in Table II, the published lattice

parameters40-u of Ti5Si3 show considerable scatter. This would indicate considerable

impurity content gained from the starting materials or the fabrication technique. The lattice

parameters given by Quakernaat et al.42 and Swanson et aL43 are suspiciously small

compared to recent works, which would indicate oxygen and nitrogen impurities. Although

the description of the starting materials is insufficient, Quakernaat et aL42 indicate

detectability limits only good to 1wt% for the light elements, and Swanson et aL43

synthesized Ti5Si3 via solid state reaction of elemental powders. A recent study by

Radhakrishnan et aL45has shown that use of elemental powder leads to a significantly larger

interstitial content in Ti5Si3 than does use of large pieces as starting materials.

The studies by Kajitani et ala and Thorn et al.40 synthesized Ti5Si3 via arc melting of

bulk elemental pieces. This and the larger lattice parameters suggest a lower interstitial

content. However, the difference in lattice parameters between the two studies is significant.

Both used the Rietveld method to refine lattice parameters and atomic positions; however,

Kajitani et aL44used a powdered sample with an internal standard, and Thorn et aL40used a

single crystal. There is a possibility that the small single crystal used in the study by Thorn et

al. 40was not representative of the much larger arc melted ingot. A study by Margulies et al.46

has shown by high-resolution powder diffraction that an arc melted ingot of Ti5Si3 may

actually contain many distinct Ti5Si3 phases. Although the exact mechanism is unknown,
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crystals solidified on the outer surfaces may have a different composition than those in the

interior. Whether this composition gradient is due to differing interstitial content or differing

titanium to silicon ratios is also unknown. Arc melting of similar intermetallic compounds

by Garcia et al.47 typically yielded broad diffraction lines, indicative of compositional

heterogeneity and/or high concentrations of crystalline defects.

This review of the literature suggests that studies which use elemental powders in

synthesis of Ti5Si3, should be viewed as suspect. In studies that use elemental powders,

significant interstitial content in Ti5Si3 seems unavoidable. Also, in studies that use arc

melting, a representative sample or thermal annealing maybe necessary to avoid misleading

results due to heterogeneity. This review also suggests that lattice parameters could be a very

effective way to monitor the purity of hexagonal M5Si3 type compounds. In fact, Thorn et

al.40 quantified the effect of varying boron, carbon, nitrogen or oxygen content on the lattice

parameters of Ti5Si3. However, the accuracy of these results needs improvement since no

internal standard was used during XRD and little data were taken at lower interstitial

contents. In any case, the trends appear as follows: boron and to a lesser extent carbon tend

to expand the lattice; oxygen and nitrogen tend to contract it.

Thermal Expansion

Considerable scatter exists in the thermal expansion coefficients of Ti5Si3 just as it

does in published lattice parameters. As given in Table III, thermal expansion has been

measured by high temperature x-ray diffraction and through dimensional changes in bulk

samples for a variety of processing methods.48-51 The only consistent result between these
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Table III. Thermal Expansion Data for Ti5Si3

Sample
Materials/ BulkCTF?, CTE,a axis mcaxis CTEanisotropy
Processing ~o-6 cl ~o-6 cl ~o-6 cl

CLJef.a
Measurement

TisSiq floatzone 8.7i 9.5b 5.315.2b 15.6U8.1b 2.913.5b D~placement%

Ti=$is powderslhip 7/9b Displacement49

Ti5Si3 solids/arcrdt 11.8 8.7 20.4 2.3 XRDso

Ti5Si3 powdershrc mlt 13.3 11 18 1.6 XRD51

Ti5Si3~,85 Solids/arcmelt 12.2 9.4 17.9 1.9 xRD50

Zr3Ti2Si3 powders/arcmelt 12.7 12 14 1.2 XRD51

‘ BulkCTEvalues forXRDstudies wereestimatedby l/3(2~ + cxJ. The errorof this approximation
approacheszeroas cxJu approachesone.

bThe fmt two studies showed a positive temperaturedependenceof the CTE’s.The firstvalue is at 20°C,

the second at 1000”C.

studies is that the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) along the c-axis is measurably

larger than the CTE along the a-axis. This suggests a larger anharmicity along the c-axis,

which would be due to different and/or weaker bonds along that direction. Evidence for a

more metallic bonding character along the c-axis is given by Nakashima et aL48. This study

shows that the electrical conductivity along the c-axis is approximately twice that along the a-

axis for temperatures between 4 and 300K. Also important, the studies by Thorn et aL50 and

Ikarashi et aL51 show that interstitial and substitutional additions, respectively, alter the

bonding in Ti5Si~ so as to lower the thermal expansion anisotropy. As previously stated, this

would be crucial in reducing the amount of microcracks and residual stresses during

processing.

Due to the large scatter in data, the exact value of the CTE and the anisotropy is
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unknown. Based on experimental procedures, the studies by Thorn et al.50 and Nakashima et

al.48 are expected to have the most chemically pure samples. However, little is known about

the presence of heterogeneity and plastic strain in these samples and about the effects that

these defects would have on the properties. Certainly, knowledge of the CTE is crucial for

eventual application of this material in high temperature environments. The CTE will

determine the material’s compatibility with other materials in a composite, for example, as

well as with compounds, such as oxides, that might form on the surface under different

environmental conditions.

Oxidation

Several studies exist on the oxidation behavior of Ti5Siq at 700 to 1000”C, and all

show fairly good agreement.52-58 Two temperature regimes have been reported, above and

below approximately 900°C. The regimes, as discussed by Abba et aL52, are thought to be

due to changes in predominant diffusion mechanisms. Below 900”C, Ti5Si3 forms a mixed

scale of crystalline Ti02 (rutile) and amorphous Si02. The scale grows inwardly by diffusion

of oxygen along grain boundaries or through oxygen vacancies in rutile. Abba et al. 52

reported a linear mass gain rate of 0.02 mg/cm2/hr at 800°C and suggested the growth rate

was controlled by the following interracial reaction:

Ti5Si3 = 5Ti~i + 3Si~i + 16V~+ 32e’.

In slight contrast, Thorn et aL54 reported an initial rapid mass gain followed by a faster linear

steady state rate of 0.05 mg/cm2/hr. Based on experimental descriptions, Abba et aL52 are

expected to have purer samples. In any case, the external scales reported by both studies
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were similar and were expected based on thermodynamic data. However, according to Abba

et aL52, an inner mixed scale of TiO or TiN and Si should also form (Fig. 5). The study by

Abba et aL52 detected TiN by XRD in only one sample oxidized at 750”C. No other study

has detected TiO or Si in oxidized scales of Ti5Si3 under any time-temperature conditions;

although a study by Kim et aL53noted the possible existence of TiO based on EDS of

samples oxidized at 1000”C for 75 hours.

Above 900”C interstitial titanium diffusion in rutile becomes significant with respect

to oxygen vacancy diffusion. This is in full agreement with observations: above 900”C, an

external scale of rutile grows outwardly from the inner mixed scale of rutile and Si02. Thus,

a combination of inwardly diffusing oxygen and outwardly diffusing titanium is responsible

for scale growth. The mass gain associated with these diffusion mechanisms at 1000”C was

reported by Thorn et aL54 to be 14 mg/cm2 after 60 hours, which is an unacceptably rapid

oxidation rate. The scale consisted of an external rutile scale 10pm thick, followed by a

mixed scale of rutile and Si02 100pm thick, and finally an internal scale of unknown

composition that penetrated an additional 100pm.

Based on this research alone, Ti5Siq would not be an acceptable material for use

above 900”C in oxygen-rich environments. However, an additional study by Thorn et aL56

has shown that the oxidation resistance of Ti5Si~ is improved by more than two orders of

magnitude through the addition of the interstitial elements boron, carbon and oxygen. The

vast improvement in oxidation resistance is due to the higher Si02 content in the scale.

Although the scales are also composed of a rutile-SiOz mixture, the rutile is isolated such that

no continuous diffusion path exists through the rutile and to the Ti5Si3 interface.
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Thus, the growth rate now depends on diffusion through Si02, which is several orders of

magnitude slower than through rutile.

This subtle shift in scale composition was attributed to the lowering of the titanium

activity in Ti5Si3 due to strong bonding between the titanium atoms and the interstitial atoms;

although no further evidence exists to support this hypothesis. In fact, the lack of

improvement in the oxidation resistance with the addition of nitrogen seems to contradict this

hypothesis. Thus, further work is needed to fully understand the effects of interstitial atoms

on the oxidation behavior of Ti5Si3.

Summary

As explained in previous sections much of the existing research on Ti5Si3 is suspect

due to the presence of interstitial carbon, nitrogen and oxygen impurities. This is readily seen

in the large scatter of lattice parameters and thermal expansion data on supposedly pure

Ti5Si3. New data show that the Ti5Si~~ samples used in the oxidation experiments by Thorn

et al.56 also contained significant amounts of impurities. Certainly, purer samples are needed

to determine the real effect that an interstitial element has on the oxidation behavior.

Since the goal of this study is to determine the effect that a given interstitial element

has on the properties of Ti5Si3, sample purity is of utmost concern. Thus, the pnimary method

of synthesis is arc melting, from which high purity samples are readily obtained. The

properties of interest are: ambient and high temperature structure, including atomic positions

and bond distances; crystalline and bulk thermal expansion and thermal expansion

anisotropy; oxidation behavior, including scale development and growth.
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CHAPTER 2: EFFECTS OF INTERSTITIAL ADDITIONS ON THE

STRUCTURE OF Ti$i3

A paper submitted to the Journal of Materials Research

J.J. Williams, M.J. Kramer, M. Akinc and S.K. Malik

Abstract

Changes in the structure of Ti5Si3 were measured by x-ray and neutron diffraction as

carbon, nitrogen or oxygen atoms were systematically incorporated into the lattice.

Additionally, the lattice parameters and variable atomic positions of pure Ti5Si3 were

determined to be a= 7.460& c= 5. 152A, x~i= 0.2509 and xsi= 0.6072. The measured trends

in lattice parameters as carbon, nitrogen or oxygen atoms are added to Ti5Si3 show that most

of the previous studies on supposedly pure Ti5Si3 were actually contaminated by these

pervasive light elements. Also, oxygen and carbon additions were shown to strongly draw in

the surrounding titanium atoms – evidence for bonding between these atoms. The bonding

changes that occur on addition of carbon, nitrogen or oxygen act to decrease the measured

anisotropic properties of Ti5Si3 such as thermal expansion.

I. Introduction

Published values of the lattice, thermodynamic quantities and thermal properties of

Ti5Si3 from 1985 to present show considerable scatter. For example, published lattice
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parameters vary by 0.5%1-6, thermal expansion coefficients by 90%4-8 and enthalpy of

formation by 15%2’9’10,all of which are significant variations. Without question, a primary

reason for this scatter in properties is the presence of interstitial impurities. Two recent

studies by Radhakrishnan et al. 11and Thorn et al. 12highlight the improbability of

synthesizing and consolidating Ti5Si3 without interstitial contamination of carbon, nitrogen

and oxygen. Particularly, studies that use metal powder as a starting material are highly

likely to result in oxygen impurity of at least one to two weight percent. Not only titanium

powder, but yttrium, zirconium and other early transition metal powders that have a high

affinity for carbon, nitrogen and oxygen are expected to yield silicides with a significant

impurity content after synthesis and processing. Furthermore, studies on Ti5Si3 with carbon,

nitrogen or oxygen intentionally added show a very dramatic effect on crystal and thermal

properties, an effect that does account for some of the scatter in the literature data. For

example, Thorn et al.5 have shown a reduction in thermal expansion anisotropy by 20% when

carbon is intentionally added to Ti5Si3.

In conjunction with contaminated starting materials, an additional reason for the

difficulty in synthesizing Ti5Si3 without impurities is the presence of large, unoccupied

interstices in the lattice. Figure 1a shows a (001) orthographic projection of the hexagonal

Ti5Si~ lattice, which has Mn5Si3 as its prototype structure (Space Group= P63/mcm). The

occupied atomic sites for pure Ti5Si3 are:

Ti at 4d sites at (1/3, 2/3, O)

Ti ,at 6g sites at (xTi, O, 1/4), where Xm= 0.25

Si at 6g sites at (xsi, O, 1/4), where xsi = 0.61
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Impurity atoms of carbon, nitrogen and oxygen would occupy interstices located at (O, O, O)

2b sites, herein described as Z sites. As seen in Figure lb, these interstices and the

surrounding TiGgatoms form trigonal antiprisms along the c-axis. This maybe alternatively

described as a chain of (trigonally distorted) face-shared octahedra formed by TiGgatoms

along the c-axis with a Z site at the center of each octahedron. The Si atoms form a chain of

distorted face-shared trigonal antiprisms also parallel to the c-axis such that one Ti4d site is at

the center of each antiprism. This leads to a stacking sequence along the c-axis of ABAC

where A planes consist solely of Z and Ti4d sites. The B and C planes contain the TiGgand Si

sites such that atoms on B planes are rotated 180° with respect to atoms on C planes.

The primary goal of this study is to measure changes in lattice parameters and atomic

positions by x-ray and neutron diffraction when carbon, nitrogen or oxygen is intentionally

added to Ti5Si3. Because purity is of utmost concern, samples were synthesized via arc

melting of bulk pieces, not powders. Knowledge of lattice changes as a function of

interstitial content can be used to estimate the compositions of previous studies that reported

the lattice parameters of supposedly pure Ti5Si3. This will aid in de-convoluting the inherent

properties of Ti5Si3 from those of Ti5Si3 contaminated with carbon, nitrogen and oxygen.

Additionally, changes in bonding maybe inferred from the measured structural changes on

addition of interstitial atoms to aid in explaining the effects of interstitial content on the

thermal and electronic properties of Ti5Si3.

Three systematic studies currently exist on the effects of interstitial content on the

structure of Ti5Si3. One by Kajitani et al. 1 has shown that interstitial hydrogen tends to

contract the a-axis and expand the c-axis. Another study, by Thorn and Akinc12, has shown
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that interstitial nitrogen and oxygen tend to contract both the a-axis and c-axis. The

measured trend in lattice as a function of nitrogen enabled Thorn and Akinc12 to estimate the

level of nitrogen impurity in a sample synthesized by Quakernaat et al. 13based on

Quakernaat’s reported lattice parameters. The third study by Thorn et al. 14measured the

lattice changes by single crystal and powder x-ray diffraction of Ti5Si3Zx for Z= boron,

carbon, nitrogen or oxygen. Whereas the effects of nitrogen and oxygen were identical to the

previous study, boron and carbon tended to expand the lattice, probably because of their

larger size. All interstitial additions tended to pull in the surrounding titanium atoms, which

indicates a significant change in bonding. This bonding change could aid in explaining an

interstitial atom’s effect on the thermal and electric properties.

Unlike previous studies, this study includes structural refinements at several levels of

interstitial content for each interstitial atom so that trends maybe clearly discerned. Also, a

strong effort was made to improve the sampling statistics and measurement accuracy over

those of previous studies.

II. Experimental Procedure

All materials in this study were synthesized via arc melting. Arc melting was

performed in an ultra high purity (UHP) argon atmosphere on a water-chilled copper hearth.

Samples, which weighed approximately 10g each, were melted at least three times via a non-

consumable tungsten electrode. This procedure led to weight losses of less than 0.5 wt$loin

most samples. The likely reasons for weight loss were due to use of starting materials with

high rates of disassociation (TiOz and TiN) at arc melting temperatures and spalling of brittle
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materials (Ti5Si3, Si, Ti02 and TiN) during arc melting.

The starting materials included sponge titanium (Timet, 99.7 wt%), silicon pieces

(Alfa A3sar, 99.9999 wt%), spectrographic grade graphite electrodes for carbon, titanium

nitride for nitrogen (Johnson Matthey, 99.8 wt%) and titanium dioxide for oxygen (Fischer

Scientific, 99.8 wt%). The sponge titanium was pre-melted two times to volatilize surface

contamination before being used in synthesis of Ti5Si3Zx. Also, the titanium nitride and

oxide, which were purchased as powders, were pressed into pellets and partially sintered

before using. This practice reduces material loss since the force exerted by an electric arc

easily blows around powders. X-ray diffraction and metallography on the starting materials

have confirmed that they were single phase. Additionally, lattice parameter measurements for

TiN and Ti02 have shown them to be on stoichiometry, and lattice parameters for the

titanium metal indicate a negligible interstitial content.

Changes in lattice parameters of Ti5Si3 on addition of carbon, nitrogen or oxygen

were measured by x-ray diffraction (Scintag Model Xl with solid-state detector). Samples

were of arc melted material ground to e 20pm in an agate mortar with 10 wt% silicon (NIST

SRM 640b) added as an internal standard. Diffraction scans were run on O.15g samples from

a two-theta of 10° to 130° at a step size of 0.03° and counting time of 3 seconds. The x-ray

source was copper Ku, the source and detector slits were 2 to 4mm and 0.5 to 0.3mm,

respectively. Lattice parameters, atomic positions, thermal parameters and preferred

orientations were refined using Rietveld software (GSAS, Los Alamos National Laboratory

1985). Generally, the standard error of measurement was less than O.0001~ for lattice

parameters and less than O.001~ for atomic positions. The weighted residuals, WRP, were
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0.10 to 0.15 for samples with interstitial carbon or oxygen and 0.15 to 0.20 for samples with

interstitial nitrogen. The weighted residual function is defined as a sum over the entire

diffraction pattern:

WRP= [z w(~-~)2]/[z w~’] (1)

~ is the observed intensity, ~ the calculated intensity, and the weights, w, are assumed to be

uncorrelated. On average, Ti5Si3Nx compositions yielded measurably broader diffraction

lines than other samples. Specifically, samples with nitrogen were on average 20% broader

than the silicon standard (lines from samples with carbon and oxygen were similar in width

to those of the silicon standard). This broadening suggests a slight heterogeneity an&or a

higher defect concentration.

Using the Missouri University Research Reactor (MURR), the atomic positions and

site occupancies of Ti5Si3Cx, (X= 0.15,0.25 and 0.5; nominally) and of Ti5Si30y (Y= O,

0.15,0.25,0.35, 0.5; nominally) were determined from neutron diffraction. Scans were run

from 10 to 110° with a source wavelength of 1.765A for samples with interstitial carbon and

of 1.486A for samples with interstitial oxygen. Wavelength was selected by a curved

monochromator, and a position sensitive detector recorded intensities. Diffraction spectra

were analyzed using the same Rietveld software as mentioned above. The WRPwas less than

0.06 for all refined neutron spectra, and the standard error for atomic position measurements

was less than 0.0003~. The titanium positions, Xn, and silicon positions, xsi, refined from

neutron diffraction spectra were within 0.5% of those refined from x-ray spectra. However,

unlike the xTi positions, the correlation between the xsi positions obtained from neutron and

x-ray diffraction spectra was poor. This difference may be attributed to a smaller x-ray cross-
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section for silicon atoms relative to titanium atoms. For this reason, the xsi positions

obtained from x-ray diffraction spectra were not used in atomic separation calculations.

Oxygen and nitrogen content were measured on a Leco TC-436 analyzer; carbon

content was measured on a Horiba EMIA-520 analyzer. The accuracy of these instruments,

based on calibration standards, are reported to be *2% relative for carbon, *4% for oxygen

and ~10% for nitrogen. Samples were sub-millimeter size granules weighing 0.2 to 0.5g,

total. The total carbon, nitrogen and oxygen impurities for all samples, as measured by these

techniques, were less than 0.02 formula units. However, samples with oxygen or nitrogen

intentionally added showed less nitrogen and oxygen than the nominal starting composition

(up to 20 wt% less for samples with a nominal interstitial content greater than 0.5 formula

units). This validates the statement that some of the measured weight loss during arc melting

was due to the volatilization of oxygen or nitrogen. In contrast, the measured carbon content

of samples with carbon intentionally added was within 6 wt% of the nominal composition.

The carbon and oxygen content, as measured by chemical analysis, were within 5

wt~o of the site occupancy refinements obtained from the neutron diffraction spectra, a

difference that is similar to the expected accuracy of both measurement techniques. The fact

that chemical analysis and neutron diffraction yielded identical results (within measurement

accuracy) provides direct evidence that the vast majority of the carbon and oxygen (and

nitrogen) in the arc melted ingots are located in the interstices at (O, O, O) in Ti5Si3Zx as was

anticipated.
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III. Results and Discussion

A. X-ray Spectra

Figure 2 gives the experimental and calculated x-ray spectra of Ti5Si300.01g and

TisSisCO.AT.Most X-ray spectra confirmed that samples were single phase and well

crystallized. Samples that were not single phase included TisSis, 1z, TisSisCl .O ad WW3.o,

which were intentionally synthesized in two-phase regions. Note the difference in (100) peak

intensity relative to the (110) peak intensity for the two spectra as illustrated in Figure 2. The

ratio of the (100) to (110) integrated peak intensity as a function of interstitial content is

plotted in Figure 3. Integrated intensities were determined by fitting both diffraction lines to

a Pearson VII profile. As a first approximation, the interstitial content of Ti5Si3 can be

estimated by using the integrated intensity ratio of the (100) and (110) peaks and comparing

to Figure 3. However, longer counting times are required to accurately estimate interstitial

content below approximately 0.1 and above 0.5 formula units. At these levels of interstitial

content, one of the two peaks was generally too small to accurately estimate the intensity.

Plotted in Figure 3 are also the calculated integrated intensity trends for Ti5Si3 with

carbon or oxygen incorporations. These trends were calculated by:

1100/1110= [ S “LplOO“Mloo . lF1°012] / [ Lpl1° . Ml10 “lF11°12] (2)

Lp is the Lorentz-polarization term, M is the line multiplicity (equal to 6 for both

lines), IF12is the square of the structure factor and S is a scaling factor equal to approximately

0.5. The need for a scaling factor is most likely due to neglecting an absorption coefficient or

less likely, due to prefened orientation. Thus, this scaling factor will be different for

different types of diffractometers. As such, one would need one sample of known
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composition to adjust the trend in Figure 3 for a different diffractometer. Although the

explicit expressions for the calculated trends are quite unwieldy, by ignoring the anomalous

dispersion correction to the scattering factors, a good approximation is obtained:

I100 S [A~OX +2A~CoS(2ZxTi) + A~(2COS(2~x~i) +1)]2
110

(3)
I = [A~OX + A~(cos(2zxm) + COS(4~xTi) + 2) + A~(COS(2~xSi) + COS(4~x~i))]2

hklA atom= Zf !&l - T%ln “@P”)l’2 (4)

Regarding Equations (3) and (4), X is the interstitial content, f ~0~ is the atomic scattering

factor and T~O~ is the thermal parameter for a particular atom and for a given diffraction line.

The scattering factors, thermal parameters and Lorentz- polarization term are actually

functions of X because incorporation of interstitial atoms changes the lattice and hence,

slightly shifts a given diffraction line. Although, when performing the calculations, this X

dependence is quite negligible.

(linear) functions of X (see Fig,

intensities.

However, the atomic positions xTi and xsi, which are also

5), must be treated as such to obtain accurate calculated

B. Lattice Parameters and Atomic Positions

Figure 4 gives the changes in lattice parameters of Ti5Si~ as a function of interstitial

content. The horizontal error bars represent the accuracy of measuring the carbon, nitrogen

and oxygen content (see Section II). The vertical error bars represent 30, where o is the

average standard deviation of three replicate measurements of five different compositions.

Along each ordinate is a bar that marks the range of lattice values reported in the literature for

supposedly pure Ti5Si3. Based on this figure, the scatter in reported lattice parameters can be
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explained by combinations of interstitial carbon, nitrogen and oxygen, as well as excess

silicon. The large expansion of the lattice due to the addition of excess silicon suggests that

excess silicon also occupies the interstitial position. Also, note that the trends in lattice

parameters as a function of carbon, oxygen and nitrogen all converge to a similar value when

extrapolated to zero interstitial content. The lattice parameters for pure Ti5Si3, as listed in

Table I, were determined by extrapolating the oxygen trends to the zero interstitial level.

Similarly, Xmand xsi for pure Ti5Si3 were calculated by extrapolating the atomic position data

shown in Figure 5. These values are in good agreement with those found by Kajitani et al.l

Additionally, most trends show a relative extremum near the 0.5 interstitial level, which

corresponds to the point at which the interstices become more than half-fdled. The reason for

the extrema maybe due to close Z-Z separations, which will be discussed in the next section.

Although not shown, excess titanium actually causes a relatively negligible

contraction of the lattice. This would indicate that, unlike excess silicon, excess titanium is

not incorporated into the Z site at (O, O, O). However, this result should be regarded with

caution because samples with excess silicon and titanium almost certainly require thermal

annealing after arc melting to achieve an equilibrium state. The reason is that unlike the

other samples which solidified congruently, samples with excess silicon and titanium were in

a two-phase region during solidification; and as such, these samples most likely had a

significant chemical heterogeneity. Evidence for this was manifested as broader diffraction

lines than the single-phase compositions.

Also plotted in Figure 4 are the powder x-ray diffraction data of Thorn et al.14 The

much larger vertical error bars from Thorn et al. 14are due to samples that are more
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heterogeneous anWoralack ofanintemal stand~d during x-ray diffraction. Regardless of

these inaccuracies, the trends in lattice parameters between studies are similar.

C. Atomic Separations

Nearest-neighbor separations in Ti5Si3 calculated from the extrapolated structural

parameters are listed in Table II and are illustrated in Figure 1. Based on first-principle

calculations, bonding in Ti5Si3 primarily consists of d(Ti)-p(Si) covalent bonding below the

Fermi level and d(Ti)-d(Ti) interaction at and around the Fermi level.15 The crystal structure

and atomic separations suggest that most of the d(Ti)-p(Si) bonding falls in the B and C

planes and most of the d(Ti)-d(Ti) interaction parallel to the c-axis. For example, three of the

five nearest silicon atoms to TiGg(TiGg-Si II and TiGg-Si III) lie in the (001) plane; the others

(TiGg-Si 1’)lie approximately 68° above/below this plane but are 5 to 7% farther away. In

addition, the six silicon atoms surrounding Ti~ lie only 29° above/below the (001) plane and

thus have a significantly larger bonding component in the (001) plane. In the case of d(Ti)-

d(Ti) interaction, all of the Ti nearest-neighbors to Ti4d lie along the c-axis, and four of the.

six Ti nearest-neigh~ors to TiGglie 54° above/below the (001) plane. Also note that the TiGg

atomic separations are over 23% longer than the Ti4d separations; therefore, the TiGgatomic

interactions are expected to be much weaker. This picture of weak metallic bonding in the

<001> direction and strong covalent bonding in the <100> direction is corroborated by other

experimental evidence: both the electrical conductivity and thermal expansion are roughly

twice as large along the cOO1> direction than along the c 100> direction.7

The change in atomic separations as carbon or oxygen is added to Ti5SiJ is illustrated
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in Figure 6. As seen in Figure 6, the changes due to carbon and oxygen are in general very

similar. The most dramatic effects are the decrease of the Tibg -Tibg and Tibg -Z separations

and increase of the TiGg-Si separations as interstitial content increases. These effects are a

direct result of increased bonding between the Tibg and interstitial Z atoms and a possible

reduction in bonding between the Tibg and Si atoms. Based on these bonding changes, one

might expect a reduction of covalent bonding in the c1OO> direction and an increase of

covalent/ionic bonding in the cOO1> direction. This is in full agreement with Thorn et al.5

who showed an increase in the thermal expansion along the <100> direction and a decrease

along the <001> direction as carbon is added to Ti5Si3.

Further insight into the bonding may be inferred by comparing atomic separations in

Ti5Si3Zx to other compounds. One comparison, as mentioned by Ekman and Ozolins15, is

that the Ti4d-Ti4d separation in Ti5Si3Zx is approximately 10% shorter than in titanium metal.

This close separation is probably a result of significant electronic mixing with the six

surrounding silicon atoms and a consequent reduction in orbital mixing between the two

surrounding titanium atoms. In fact, the Ti4d-Si separations in Ti5Si3Zx are only one to two

percent longer than the shortest Ti-Si separation seen in TiSi2 – a compound with very strong

Ti-Si covalent mixing. However, direct d(Ti4d)-d(Ti4d) interaction must also exist according

to densities of state calculations. Based on electron deformation maps, Ekman and

0zolins15’lb suggested that the electronic mixing between Ti and Si atoms is best described

by complex multi-centered bonds and not by simple two-atom covalent bonds.

Another useful comparison is made between Ti5Si3Zx and TiZ for Z= carbon or

oxygen. Both TiC and TiO form in the NaCl crystal structure; thus, the carbon and oxygen
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atoms are surrounded by six titanium atoms similar to the octahedral coordination found in

Ti5Si3Zx. However, the Ti-O separation in Ti5Si30x is six to eight percent longer than in

TiO, and the Ti-C separation in Ti5Si3Cx is two to four percent longer than in TiC.

Additionally, whereas the coordinate octahedra in Ti5Si3Zx are face-shared, the octahedra in

TiZ are edge shared. The face-shared octahedra in Ti5Si3Zx result in significantly closer Z-Z

separations than those in TiZ. Whereas Ti-Z bonding leads to lattice contraction below 0.5

formula units of Z, the short Z-Z separations maybe the cause of subsequent lattice

expansion as more than 0.5 formula units of Z atoms are added.

IV. Conclusions

Much of the research on the properties of Ti5Si3 is marred by the presence of

uncontrolled impurities of carbon, nitrogen and oxygen. This is readily seen by comparison

of reported lattice parameters to the measured trends in lattice parameters as carbon, nitrogen

or oxygen is intentionally added to Ti5Si3. The amount of interstitial contamination can be

quickly estimated by measuring the integrated intensity ratio of the (100) and (1 10)

diffraction peaks. Additionally, the highly anisotropic thermal expansion of Ti5Si3 is a direct

result of strong covalent bonding in the (001) planes and metallic bonding along the <001>

direction. However, additions of interstitial atoms change the bonding such as to reduce this

anisotropy. These changes in bonding were seen in the effect interstitial atoms have on

atomic separations. The most significant changes include the reduction of Tibg -Tibg and Tibg

-Z distances and the expansion of Tibg -Si distances. This suggests a relative increase of

covalentiionic bonding along the <001> direction and a relative reduction of covalent
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bonding in the (001) planes.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. (a) (001) orthographic projection of the Ti5Si3Z crystal structure. The TiGgoctahedra

and Si antiprisms are outlined at top left and bottom left, respectively. Both the TiGgand Si

atoms occupy variable positions along the <100> direction, XTIand xsi. (b) Portion of the

Ti5Si3~ crystal structure, illustrating how the antiprisms, which are highlighted in (a), are

stacked along the c-axis. Also note the ABAC stacking sequence along the c-axis.

Fig. 2. XRD spectra of (a) Ti5Sis00.01g and (b) Ti5Si3Co.47. From top to bottom of each plot

is: diffraction spectrum, silicon peak markers, Ti5Si3 peak markers, and difference plot. The

difference plot is the difference between the observed spectra and the calculated spectra using

Rietveld refinement.

Fig. 3. Measured integrated intensity ratio of (100) peak dividedby(110) peak. Solid curves

represent theoretical integrated intensity ratios based on carbon or oxygen additions.

Fig. 4. Changes in the (a) a-lattice parameter or (b) c-lattice parameter as a function of

formula units (f.u.) of interstitial atoms. The open symbols represent data taken from Thorn

etal. 14 The bars along the ordinate represent literature values for reportedly pure Ti5Si3.

Values extrapolated back to zero were attributed to truly pure Ti5Si3.

Fig. 5. Atomic positions, Xn and xsi, as a function of formula units (f.u.) of carbon or

oxygen. Values extrapolated back to zero were attributed to pure Ti5Si3.
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Fig. 6. Difference in atomic separations relative to atomic separations in TisSiq for (a)

Ti5Si3Cx or (b) Ti5Si30x. The zero level (Ti5Si3) is based on extrapolated values listed in

Table I. The values in parentheses are slopes of least-squares fitted lines in units of

Angstroms/formula units.
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Table I. Extrapolated Lattice Data for Ti5Si3

a, A c, A X1’i XSi

This Studya 7.460W.002 5.152MI.002 0.2509MI.0005 0.6072~.0005

Kajitani et al. 1 7.4610(3) 5.1508(1) 0.2473(9) 0.6063(9)

a Errors for this study represent 90% confidence intervals

Table II. Calculated Atomic Separations for Ti5Si3 in Angstroms

Ticg-SiI TiGg-SiII Ticg-SiIII TiGg-TicgI Ticg-TiGgII Si-Si Ti4d-Si TiGg-Z Ti4d-Ti4d

2.785 2.658 2.570 3.184 3.242 3.032 2.634 2.272 2.576
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CHAPTER 3: THERMAL EXPANSION OF Ti~Si~ WITH Ge, B, C, N OR

O ADDITIONS

A paper submitted to the Journal of Materials Research

J.J. Williams, M.J. Kramer and M. Akinc

Abstract

The crystallographic thermal expansion coefficients of Ti5Si3 from 20° to 1000”C as a

function of B, C, N, O or Ge content were measured by high temperature x-ray diffraction

using synchrotrons sources at Cornell University (CHESS) and Argonne National Laboratory

(APS). Whereas the ratio of the thermal expansion coefficients along the c and a-axes was

approximately three for pure Ti5Si3, this ratio decreased to about two when B, C, or N atoms

were added. Additions of O and Ge were less efficient at reducing this thermal expansion

anisotropy. The extent by which the thermal expansion is changed when B, C, N, or O atoms

are added to Ti5Si3 correlates with their expected effect on bonding in Ti5Si3.

I. Introduction

Ti5Si3 displays a high melting point, low density and with certain interstitial

additional, excellent oxidation resistance. However, the large thermal expansion anisotropy

of Ti5Si3 severely limits its practical use. This large anisotropy unavoidably causes the

development of strain and micro-cracks during high temperature synthesis and processing.
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Four previous studies have quantified the thermal expansion anisotropy of Ti5Si3, three by

high-temperature x-ray diffraction2-5 and one by length-change measurements of a single

crysta17. All studies measured a significantly larger expansion along the c-axis compared to

the a-axis. The larger enharmonic vibration along the c-axis was attributed to weak metallic

bonding along this axis compared to strong covalent bonding along the a-axis. This

explanation is partly corroborated by electrical conductivity measurements that show the

conductivity is twice as large along the c-axis than the a-axis.7

Although all studies reported similar relative thermal expansions, the absolute values

varied considerably (see Table I). Specifically, the standard deviation of measurement

between the four studies was 9.7% for the coefficient of thermal expansion along the c-axis

(ok) and 27% for the coefficient of thermal expansion along the a-axis (c@. (he reason for

the differences may be due to the presence of oxygen and nitrogen impurities. Based on

reported lattice parameters, the Ti5Si3 synthesized by Ikarashi et al. 8 must have had

approximately 1.Owt% of oxygen, and the study by Thorn et al.5’bsuggests approximately 0.1

to 0.4wt% of oxygen. The study by Williams et al.7, which systematically measured the

change in lattice parameters of Ti5Si3 as a function of various interstitial additions, was,used

to estimate the impurity content. Due to similar effects on the lattice, nitrogen impurities

may also be present. Regarding the remaining two studies, the lattice parameters reported by

Zhang and WU2 were consistent with approximately 0.3wt% excess silicon, and Nakashima

and Umakoshi7 did not report any lattice parameters.

One purpose of this study is to compare the effects that oxygen, nitrogen, carbon and

boron have on the thermal expansion anisotropy of Ti5Si3. This may aid in explaining the
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scatter in the published values of supposedly pure Ti5Si3. A study by Thorn et al.5 did show

that the addition of only 3.1 wt% carbon to Ti5Si~ increased ~ by 8% and decreased q by

12%. One important ramification of this study is that incorporation of carbon can reduce the

thermal expansion anisotropy of Ti5Si3, making it a more attractive engineering material.

Furthermore, a similar result is expected for oxygen, nitrogen and boron additions. The

reason is that all of these atoms occupy the same interstice as carbon and all have similar

effects on atomic separations and bonding within Ti5Si3. Unfortunately, the 20% reduction in

thermal expansion anisotropy as carbon is added to Ti5Si3 is not sufficient to avoid strain and

micro-cracks during consolidation. A study by Kim et al.8 modeled a maximum critical grain

size needed to completely avoid micro-cracks for a given thermal expansion anisotropy.

Based on this model and u values from Thorn et al.5, the carbon-containing Ti5Si3 had a

critical grain size of 5 to 6ym, which is only a slight improvement over the critical grain size

of 2 to 3@ for pure Ti5Si3.

A more substantial reduction in thermal expansion anisotropy has been reported in

two studies, which replaced some of the titanium by zirconium, niobium or chromium.2>8

Whereas carbon additions led to a 20% reduction in thermal expansion anisotropy, zirconium

substitutions yielded a 30% reduction and chromium a 70$?0reduction. According to Zhang

and WU2, very small quantities of niobium may actually reverse the thermal expansion

anisotropy, although further studies are necessary to substantiate this result. Another purpose

of this study is to partially substitute silicon with germanium, since the effect that this type of

compositional modification has on the thermal expansion has yet to be studied. The hope is

that germanium substitutions will also reduce the thermal expansion anisotropy, primarily by
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weakening the strong silicon-titanium network located in the basal planes.

II. Experimental Procedure

Williams et al.7 give a detailed description of sample synthesis and characterization.

In summary, samples were synthesized via arc melting reagent grade pieces of titanium and

silicon/germanium with boron, graphite, TiN or Ti02 added to achieve the desired interstitial

content. Weight losses were generally much less than 0.5wt%, and samples were single

phase. In addition, total carbon, nitrogen and oxygen impurity content was less than 0.09wt%

for all samples. Arc melted samples for x-ray analysis were ground to e20pm powder in an

agate mortar.

Very detailed descriptions of the sample furnace and diffractometer geometry are

given by Margulies et al.9>10Diffraction experiments were run using 45keV x-ray radiation.

The high energy was necessary to achieve negligible absorption by the furnace tube, as well

as to provide diffraction by transmission rather than by reflection, which is the conventional

method of high-temperature x-ray diffraction. The transmission geometry reduces systematic

and random errors associated with constantly shifting sample heights, a serious problem

when using a conventional high-temperature diffractometer. However, the high x-ray

energies that were used in this study significantly compress the measurable two-theta range of

peak reflections. Thus, errors associated with calculations of lattice parameter are slightly

larger. Specifically, the standard errors associated with lattice parameter refinements ------

approximately 0.001&

The tube furnace used in the experiments, as described by Margulies et al.9’10,

WGIG

was
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designed such that thermal gradients across the sample were less than 1°C. By comparison,

vertical and horizontal thermal gradients of 50° to 10O°C are not uncommon for typical hot

stages of conventional diffractometers. In addition, the sample thermocouple was calibrated

against a NIST traceable thermocouple ensuring a measurement accuracy of better than l°C

over the entire studied temperature range. Before heating, the furnace was purged with ultra-

high-purity grade helium for at least one hour, and a slow helium flow was maintained

throughout the experiment. Diffraction scans were acquired from approximately 2° to 20°

two-theta. The positions of twelve to twenty peaks were measured by fitting Pearson VII

profiles to each peak, and the lattice parameters were calculated by a least-squares refinement

program. 11 The two-theta zero and x-ray energy were calculated by adding silicon as an

internal standard to the room temperature scans.

III. Results and Discussion

Figure 1 illustrates typical peak profiles obtained during this study. For one sample of

TisSis and one of Ti&isBO.s, each diffraction line was actually composed of two peaks – a

sharp, intense peak accompanied by a weak, diffuse peak at a lower angle. This indicates that

these samples were heterogeneous such that a small portion of the arc melted ingot was not

well crystallized. In these cases, two peaks were fit to each reflection when calculating

thermal expansion. Other Ti5Si3 samples, which were not used in this study, showed

additional peaks associated with each reflection, also indicating heterogeneity. Note that

diffraction patterns taken by conventional diffractometers with Cu Kct radiation could not

resolve this convoluted peak structure due to inherently larger instrumental broadening
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compared to synchrotrons sources and due to the added presence of the KCX2peak.9 In

contrast, samples with carbon, nitrogen and oxygen did not show a convoluted peak structure,

which indicates well-crystallized and more homogeneous arc melted ingots. This suggests

that interstitial atoms may enhance ordering during the solidification process. Although

boron also primarily resides in the same interstitial site, the fact that it does not follow this

pattern suggests that boron may also partially substitute for silicon during solidification.

Several silicides are known to exist where silicon atoms can be substituted with boron --

Mo5(Si,B)3 is a common example. The reason that boron readily substitutes for silicon may

be due to its larger size compared to carbon, nitrogen and oxygen.

A summary of lattice parameters as a function of temperature is illustrated in Figure

2. At least one data point was taken on cooling to compare with data taken on heating. In all

cases but one, the lattice parameters obtained on cooling were within 0.002~ of the lattice

parameter obtained on heating (Ti5Si300.1 being the exception had a 0.004~ difference). This

good agreement suggests the following: samples did not significantly react with their

surroundings, the diffractometer remained in alignment, and the synchrotrons energy did not

change significantly throughout the experiment. Thus, no significant systematic errors are

anticipated in most of these measurements. The largest error in this study is expected to be

the random error associated with the determination of lattice parameters, about M1002~.

However, systematic errors associated with the measurement of germanium containing

samples could not be entirely precluded. Unlike the other samples whose spectra were taken

with a two-theta step scan and NaI detector, the spectra of germanium containing samples

were collected with image plates. The difficulty in measuring the distance from the sample to
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the image plate as a function of the position of the image plate can lead to systematic errors.

Table II lists the thermal expansion data of this study. The data assume linear thermal

expansion along both crystallographic directions. The room temperature lattice parameters

listed in Table II were measured by a conventional diffractometer with NIST silicon (SRM

640b) added as an internal standard (see Williams et al.7 for additional details). The

synchrotrons energy and diffractometer zero were refined until the measured room

temperature lattice parameters matched those listed in Table II. Only the data of Nakashima

and Umakoshi7 are consistent with the cx’sof Ti5Si3 as measured in this study. A comparison

of the data is illustrated in Figure 3. The small difference in a’s between studies could be

attributed to a slightly different oxygen content (lower in this study) and/or a 5% systematic

error in temperature measurement. The @~ ratio reported by Thorn et al.5 for Ti5Si3 is most

consistent with a sample containing oxygen, and the ratio for the carbon-containing sample is

in excellent agreement with the carbon-containing samples of this study. However, the et’s

for each axis reported by Thorn et al.5 are consistently larger by 23 to 27% than the a’s

reported in this study. This suggests a relatively large systematic error that is very

reproducible from sample to sample between these two measurement techniques – most

likely an error in measuring the temperature. The differences between other studies are more

extreme and not easily explained. The results of Ikarishi et al.8, whose samples are thought

to have a high oxygen content, qualitatively agree with the et’s of Ti5Si300.4; however, w is

significantly larger than this study suggests. One reason may be a significant error associated

with their method of calculating lattice parameters – simultaneous solution of two equations

based on the positions of only two peaks. This method of calculation is much less accurate
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than the typical least-squares technique. Finally, the results of Zhang and WU2 are

inconsistent with this and every other study.

The interstice that boron, carbon, nitrogen and oxygen occupy is formed by six

titanium atoms in an octahedral configuration. These octahedra are face-shared along the c-

taxis. In pure Ti5Si3, most of the bonding along the c-axis is thought to be due to this chain of

face-shared octahedra of titanium atoms as well as a linear chain of titanium atoms parallel to

the octahedral chain. Furthermore, the bonding associated with the linear chain is expected

to be stronger than the bonding associated with the octahedral chain. On addition of

interstitial atoms, the weak bonding associated with the octahedral chain is replaced by

stronger titanium – interstitial atom bonding. Whereas the weak titanium – titanium

octahedral bonds are primarily directed along the c-axis, the titanium-interstitial atom bonds

have nearly equal components along the a and c-axes. Thus, as carbon is added to Ti5Si3, for

example, the w decreases due to replacement of weak metallic bonds with stronger covalent

bonds. However, the enharmonic vibrations of these titanium – carbon bonds are large

enough to increase the total q.

Comparison of u’s in other compounds gives an indication of why ~ is increasing as

interstitial atoms are added to Ti5Si3. The u of TiC, a compound composed solely of

titanium – carbon bonds, is approximately 7.95x10-6”C-1 and the (x of TiN is approximately

8.2 to 9.1x10-bOC-1.12 Both values are significantly larger than the ~ of pure Ti5Si3. Thus, &

increases as carbon and nitrogen are added to Ti5Si3 such as to approach the magnitude of

anharrnonic vibrations seen in TiC and TiN. Also, based on sublimation energies of TiZ

compounds (Z= B, C, N or O), one would expect titanium – carbon bonds to be the strongest
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and titanium – oxygen bonds the weakest. Furthermore, whereas the titanium – carbon

separation in Ti5Si3 is similar to the separation in TiC, the titanium – oxygen separations are

significantly longer. For these reasons, addition of carbon to Ti5Si3 has a significantly

stronger influence on the et’s than does addition of oxygen.

By comparing the properties of silicides to the properties of their germanide

counterparts, one expects weaker, more enharmonic bonding in the germanides. Thus, partial

substitution of silicon with germanium was expected to increase the overall thermal

expansion coefficient. Additionally, since most of the titanium – silicon\germanium bonding

is expected to fall in the (001) planes, a larger increase in & than w was expected. This

study does show this assertion to be true. For example, Ti5Si1,5Ge1.5shows a 13.390 increase

in w accompanied by only a 7.6% increase in W. Unfortunately, this leads to a relatively

insignificant change in the thermal expansion anisotropy. Thus, substitution for silicon atoms

is not a viable method of reducing the thermal expansion anisotropy.

Based on the crystallographic et’s, bounds of the bulk thermal expansion, @.k, as

derived by Hashin13 can be determined by:

cx~Uw=(2q+~)/3 (1)

W.&=( 2U-a+%)/3+ 2Y(W-~)/3 (2)

Equation (1) is based on the Reuss approximation of the bulk elastic modulus, Equation (2) is

based on the Voight approximation, and Y is a function of the compliance tensor only. These

bounds assume a random distribution of uniform grains such that the bulk material is

statistically homogeneous. Because the compliance tensor for Ti5Si3 has not been measured,

Figure 4 illustrates estimates for WUkbased only on Equation (l). Nitrogen, oxygen and
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germanium additions significantly increase the bulk thermal expansion coefficient of Ti5Si3.

Thus, these elements would be most efficient at tailoring the bulk thermal expansion to a

given application.

Reported values of the bulk thermal expansion of Ti5Si3, as measured by dilatometry,

show very large deviations between studies .5’14>15One reason is due to the presence of

impurities since typical powder processing routes can lead to significant amounts of

interstitial carbon, nitrogen and oxygen. However, another major reason in the scatter maybe

due to the presence of micro-cracks and residual strain that will form because of the thermal

expansion anisotropy. The magnitude of these effects will strongly depend on the processing

method, e.g. hot pressing versus pressureless sintering.

IV. Conclusions

This study suggests that some of the scatter in published values of thermal expansion

coefficients of Ti5Si3 can be explained by oxygen impurities. However, systematic errors

must also exist in some or all of the studies, although this study did attempt to minimize these

errors. The most probable reasons for discrepancies between studies are inaccurate

temperature measurements, shifting sample heights and reactions on the surface of the

samples.

In agreement with a previous study, this study has shown that carbon additions, as

well as boron, nitrogen and oxygen additions do reduce the thermal expansion anisotropy of

Ti5Si3 by as much as 34%. Reduction of this anisotropy is necessary to produce a strain-free

and crack-free microstructure. Unfortunately, substitutions for silicon atoms or incorporation
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of interstitial atoms alone are not sufficient to entirely eliminate the thermal expansion

anisotropy. However, these compositional modifications may be an effective method of

tailoring the bulk thermal expansion to a given application.
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Figure Captions

Fig. i. Examples ofpeAprofiles of Ti5Si3ZXobtained fromsWchrotron sources. Ti5Si3 and

TisSiqB0.5 were broader than samples with carbon, nitrogen and oxygen and showed a diffuse

low-angle tail. This indicates that a small portion of the Ti5Si3 and Ti5Si3Bo.5 samples was

not well crystallized. The BeO peak is from the furnace tube.

Fig. 2. (a) Expansion of the a-axis and (b) c-axis for all samples of this study. Lattice

parameters as a function of temperature were calculated by least-squares refinement using the

positions of twelve to twenty diffraction lines.

Fig. 3. Thermal expansion of Ti5Si3 as measured in this study compared to the thermal

expansion measured by Nakashima and Umakoshi5. Note that both residual analysis and lack

of fit tests suggest that the expansion of the c-axis is best fit by a quadratic equation.

However, this study reports only linear expansion because the standard errors associated with

the quadratic coefficient were large, 50 to 100%. Much finer temperature increments are

needed to get an accurate estimate of this curvature. In contrast, the expansion of the a-axis

over the studied temperature range of 25° to 1000”C is best fit by a linear equation.

Fig. 4. Estimated bulk thermal expansion coefficient based on the crystallographic thermal

expansion coefficients CGand W.
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Table I. Published Values of Linear Coefficients of Thermal Expansion for Ti5Si3

C&, ‘C1X10-6 w, “C-1X10-6 ~/c& Reference

5.9 & 0.2’ 16.9 & 0.6a 2.9 ~ O.Z’ This Study

6.3 ~ ().la>b 17.8 H.3a>b 2.8 y OOla Nakashima and Umakoshi5

8.7 & ().2’ 22.1 & 0.9’” 2.5 ~ 0.2’ Thorn et al.4

lo.4d 17.6d 1.7 Ikarashi et al.3

5.1 22.2 4.4 Zhang and WU2

aErrors represent90% confidenceintervals.
bThese thermalexpansioncoefficientswerecalculatedby digitizingthe plot givenin Ref.[5].
‘ The ~, as reportedin Ref.[4]was incorrect.This is the correctvalue.
dThese valueswereestimatedfroma bar chart.

Table II. Room Temperature Lattice Parameters and Linear Coefficients of Thermal

Expansion

Sample Source & 25°C CC-l~~~-6

WJqb

a’ Ca %b Wb

Ti~Si3

Ti~Si~

Ti5Si3B0.5

Ti5Si3C0,5

Ti5Si3C0,5

Ti5Si3C0.8~

Ti5Si3N0,5

Ti5Si300.4

Ti#iz.zsGeO.Ts

Ti&iZ.~GeO.T-#%

Ti5Sil.5Ge1.5

APS

CHESS

CHESS

CHESS

APS

Thornet al.4

AI%

APS

CHESS

CHESS

CHESS

7.4591(1)

7.4600(2)

7.4782(1)

7.4399(1)

7.4415(1)

7.4438(4)

7.4273(1)

7.4342(1)

7.4868(1)

7.4664(1)

7.5140(2)

5.1515(1)
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CHAPTER 4: THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS AND

EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS OF THE STRUCTURE OF Ti5Si3

AND Ti$i3Zo+~ (Z = B, C, N OR O)

A paper to be submitted to Intermetallics

J.J Williams, Y.Y. Ye, M.J. Kramer, K.M. Ho, L. Hong, C.L. Fu and S.K. Malik

Abstract

The equilibrium structural parameters, enthalpies of formation and partial densities of state

for Ti5Si3 and Ti5Si3~.5 (Z= B, C, N or O) were calculated based on first-principle

techniques. Enthalpy of formation calculations suggest that the D88 structure is the most

stable form of Ti5Si3, and the stability of the structure increases as Z atoms are added. The

theoretically determined structural trends as a function of interstitial element, Z, agreed well

with experimentally determined values. Both indicate bonding between Ti and Z atoms

based on contraction of Ti-Z separations. The calculated partial densities of state suggest that

p(Si)-d(Ti) and d(Ti)-d(Ti) interactions are responsible for most of the bonding in pure

Ti5Si3, which agrees with previous studies. As Z atoms are added, p(Z)-d(Ti) interactions

become significant at the expense of weakening some of the d(Ti)-d(Ti) interactions.

1. Introduction

Interest in M5Si3 intermetallics (M= transition metal of group III through VI) which began
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in the 1950’s and continues today is primarily a result of their high melting points (>2000”C),

wide homogeneity ranges and large alloying potentials. Nowotny and coworkers performed

much of the early characterization of these materials.1-3 The crystal structures were

determined to be either a hexagonal Mn5Si3-type (D88, M= Sc, Ti, Mn, Y), tetragonal Cr5Bs-

type (D81, M= Cr, Nb, La, Ta) or tetragonal W5Si3-type (D8~, M= V, Mo, W). Additionally,

Nowotny discovered that all of these M5Si3 compounds, except La5Si3, reverted to the

hexagonal form in the presence of boron, carbon, nitrogen, or oxygen.1 M5Si3 compounds

stabilized in the hexagonal structure by ternary additions have since become known as

Nowotny phases.2 Experimental observations also suggested that carbon was most efficient

and oxygen least efficient in stabilizing the hexagonal structure. However no direct

experimental or theoretical evidence currently exists which explains why this stabilization

occurs.

Although experimental. evidence suggests that Ti5Si3 does not require ternary additions

form the hexagonal structure, recent work has shown that small additions of carbon have a

to

significant effect on the crystal structure, thermal expansion and high temperature oxidation

resistance.4’5 In fact, by adding carbon to the structure, Ti5Si3 becomes a considerably more

promising material for engineering applications. However, little is known about why carbon

additions have such a striking effect on these properties. The goal of this study is to combine

experimentally determined structural data with first-principle electronic calculations to

understand bonding changes that occur with the addition of boron, carbon, nitrogen or

oxygen to Ti5Si3. Determining these bonding changes will aid in understanding and

predicting the changes that occur in the thermal and electronic properties.
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No previous first-principle calculations have been attempted on ternary Ti5Si3z (Z= B,

C, N or O); however, two studies do exist on binary Ti5Si3. The first study, by Long and

Chong6, used a semi-empirical tight binding energy band method with the extended Hi.ickel

approximation to calculate band structure and densities of state (DOS). They concluded that

bonding-antibonding in Ti5Si3 is primarily a result of d(Ti)-p(Si) interaction above and below

the Fermi energy (Ef) as well as d(Ti)-d(Ti) interactions spanning energies around Ef. These

orbital interactions are very typical of transition metal silicides in general and explain their

good electrical conductivity.7>8 The second study, by Ekman and Ozolinsg, made calculations

based on the full potential version of the linear muffin tin orbital (LMTO) method. Their

conclusions of d(Ti)-p(Si) and d(Ti)-d(Ti) hybridization were identical to those above.

However, their electron density maps suggest that all Ti-Si interactions in Ti5Si3 are multi-

centered bonds as opposed to simple two-atom covalent bonds. The study also calculated the

equilibrium volume, bulk modulus and enthalpy of formation, all of which were only slightly

lower than the experimental values.

This study used the LMTO method with the atomic sphere approximation (ASA) to

calculate the angular-momentum decomposed electronic DOS, but unlike the previous

studies, equilibrium lattice parameters and atomic positions were also calculated. These

calculations were made for Ti5Si3, Ti5Si3Zo,25and Ti5Si3~,5 (Z=B, C, N or O) and compared

to experimentally determined values. Heats of formation were also calculated for most

compositions including Ti5Si3 in the equilibrium Mn5Si3 structure (D88) as well as in the

possible alternate structures of W5Si3 (D8~) and Cr5B3 (D81).
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2. Crystal Structure of Ti~Si~

Figure 1 gives the hexagonal structure of Ti5Si3. The unit cell contains two distinct

titanium sites and one silicon site:

Ti at 4d sites at (1/3, 2/3, O)

Ti at 6g sites at (xTi, O, I/q)

Si at 6g sites at (x~i, O, 1/4)

Theoretical calculations were based on this unit cell, which contains two formula units of

atoms (i.e. Ti10Si6). The Ti4d atoms form a linear chain parallel to the c-axis, and the Ti6g

atoms form a chain of face-shared trigonal antiprisms along the c-axis. The silicon atoms

form a chain of distorted face-shared trigonal antiprisms parallel to the c-axis such that one

Ti4d site is at the center of each antiprism. This structure leads to an ABAC stacking

sequence along the c-direction. The B and C planes consist of Ti6g and Si atoms, which form

the shared faces of the antiprsims, and the A planes consist solely of Titi atoms. The Z atoms

are thought to occupy the interstitial region at the center of the antiprism formed by the Ti6g

atoms, and hence, would also lie in the A plane with the Ti4d atoms.

Strong experimental evidence exists to support the assertion that Z atoms occupy this

interstitial site.

Kajitani et allO,

Neutron diffraction studies of Mo5Si3C by Parthe et a13and of Ti5Si3HXby

as well as single crystal x-ray diffraction studies of La5Ge30X by Guloy and

Corbettll and of Er5Si3CXby A1-Shahery et a112all agree that occupation of this antiprismatic

interstice by Z atoms is most probable. Thus the volubility of Z in Ti5Si3 should vary from

zero to the stoichiometric limit of Ti5Si3Z1 (There are only two antiprismatic interstices in the
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unit cell, which is equivalent to a maximum of one Z atom per formula unit.). This is in full

agreement with the actual volubility limits of C, N or O in Ti5Si3 as measured by diffusion

couple experiments. 13’14

3. Theoretical Approach

Calculations were made within the local density approximation15 by using the Hedin-

LundqvistlG form for the local exchange and correlation potential. Electronic Bloch states17

were expanded as a mixed basis set with norm conserving scalar-relativistic

pseudopotentials18 used for the constituent elements. Relaxation of atomic coordinates was

facilitated by computing the Hellmann-Feynman forces19 acting on the atoms. A Broyden

algorithm for estimating and updating this force matrix was used to predict the new atomic

coordinates during the relaxation process. The atomic positions and lattice parameters were

fully relaxed to the true equilibrium structure. Using these calculated equilibrium lattice

parameters, electronic densities of state (DOS) were calculated by the LMTO-ASA method.

To improve efficiency and accuracy of the calculations, unoccupied octahedral interstices

were filled with empty spheres. For Ti5Si3, the radius of these spheres was set to 0.7 times

the radius of the Ti atom. For Ti5Si3~, the radius was set to the radius of the Z atom, which

ranged from 0.68 to 0.7 times the radius of the Ti atom. Heats of formation were also

calculated (see Section 5.1).

4. Experimental Approach

All Ti5Si3~ samples were synthesized by arc-melting. The starting materials included
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sponge titanium (Timet, 99.7%), silicon pieces (Alfa I&u-, 99.9999%), spectrographic grade

graphite electrodes for carbon, boron pieces (Alfa A3sars, 99.5%), titanium nitride for

nitrogen (Johnson Matthey, 99.8$ZO)and titanium dioxide for oxygen (Fischer Scientific,

99.8%). Arc melting was performed in a ultra-high-purity argon atmosphere on a water-

chilled copper hearth. Samples were melted at least three times via a non-consumable

tungsten electrode. Total weight losses after arc-melting were typically much less than

o.5wt%.

Arc-melted samples were then ground toe 20pm and mixed with a silicon line position

standard (NIST SRM 640b). Room temperature x-ray diffraction spectra were obtained from

a Scintag diffractometer with solid state detector. Room temperature neutron diffraction

spectra were obtained from the Missouri University Research Reactor (MURR) using a

curved Ge monochromator and position sensitive detector. Rietveld analysis software

(GSAS, Los Alamos National Laboratory 1985) was used to refine the lattice parameters and

the two variable atomic coordinates, xTi and xsi. Oxygen and nitrogen content were measured

by a Leco TC-436 analyzer; carbon content was measured by a Horiba EMIA-520 analyzer.

5. Results and Discussion

5.1 Enthalpy of Formation

The enthalpies of formation were calculated from total energies, E, according to:

H = En~si~zX– xi (Xi~),

where Xi is the concentration of the ifi elemental component. The total energies of the

elements, Ei, were calculated using their most stable structures: titanium (P63/mrnc), silicon
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(Fd-3m), boron (R-3m) and graphite (P63/mmc), as well as 02 and N2 gas. Total energies,

ETi~si~zX,were calculated for Ti5Si3~ using the relaxed atomic positions and lattice

parameters that were determined by the pseudopotential method described in Section 3.

Table I lists the results of these calculations. Of the three possible crystal structures in

which M5Si3 compounds form, the D88 structure has the most negative value. Thus, these

calculations agree with experimental observations that suggest that the D88 structure is the

most stable structure for Ti5Si3. In most other M5Si3 compounds, where M is heavier than Ti,

the D88 structure becomes favorable only in the presence of interstitial atoms. As an

example, Mo5Si3, which exists in the D8~ structure, converts to the D88 structure when

carbon is added. In a study by Fu et a120,calculations of enthalpies of formations did suggest

that in agreement with experimental evidence, Mo5Si3 should form in the D8~ structure

instead of the D88 and D81 structures. Thus, this study provides further support that

theoretical calculations of the enthalpy of formation can be used to predict which crystal

structure is most stable.

As seen in Table I, the enthalpy of formation becomes more negative, as more carbon or

boron is added to the lattice. This suggests that these interstitial atoms, in accordance with

experimental observations, do increase the stability of the D88 structure. A comparison of the

enthalpy of formation of Ti5Si3 with that of Ti5Si3~,5 indicate Ti5Si3Co,5 is 3% more

negative, Ti5Si3No.5 is 7% more negative and Ti5Si300.5 is 38 YO more negative than Ti5Si3.

This trend agrees well with experimental values of the Gibbs energy of formation at 1100”C

for Ti5Si3Z. As reported in Goldstein et a114,Ti5SiqC is 5% more negative, Ti5Si3N is 11%

more negative and Ti5Si30 is 41 ?iomore negative than Ti5Si3.
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5.2 Equilibrium Structural Parameters

Theoretical and experimental structural parameters are given in Tables II and III,

respectively. The theoretical lattice parameters underestimate the experimental lattice

parameters by 0.6 to 1.6% as is common for this method of calculation. However, the

normalized trends between experimental and theoretical values are in good qualitative

agreement, particularly for the change in c-axis as a function of interstitial content. Boron

and carbon, being the larger atoms, expand the c-lattice parameter; whereas, the smaller

oxygen and nitrogen. contract it. The agreement between theoretical and experimental trends

in the a-lattice parameter is not quite as good. Based on experimental measurements, all but

boron contract the a-lattice parameter; although theoretical calculations show all but oxygen

expand the a-lattice parameter. The reason for this discrepancy is due to the underestimation

of the lattice by theoretical ,calculations, which leads to a significantly smaller interstitial

volume.

Based on the experimental and theoretical structural parameters, nearest-neighbor atomic

separations were calculated in order to infer bonding changes as interstitial atoms are added

to Ti5Si3. Figure 2 shows the change in nearest-neighbor atomic separations as carbon is

added to Ti5Si3. In general, all studied interstitial additions led to changes similar to those

seen in Figure 2. As with the structural parameters, there is very good qualitative agreement

between the experimental and theoretical changes as a function of interstitial content. The

most striking effect of interstitial atoms is to contract the TiGg-TiGgand TiGg-Z separations and

to expand the TiGg-Si separations. This suggests bonding between the TiGgand Z atoms and a
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possible weakening of bonding btweenthe TiGgmd Siatoms. Furthermore, the theoretical

calculations suggest that these changes are strongest for carbon. Thus, carbon atoms may be

more strongly bonded than the other interstitial atoms.

5.3 Densities of State

Figure 3 gives the partial densities of state (PDOS’S) for each of the atoms in Ti5Si3 and

Ti~Si3Z0,~. The calculated densities of state for Ti5Si3 qualitatively agree with the previously

mentioned studies by Long and ChongG and Ekman and 0zolins9; that is, the region from -2

to -5.5 eV is dominated by d(Ti)- p(Si) mixing, and the region at the Fermi level (0 eV) to -2

eV is dominated by d(Ti) states. These d(Ti) states most likely consist of both bonding and

non-bonding electrons. Also, little mixing occurs with the s(Si) states from -6.5 to -10.5 eV.

As boron, carbon, nitrogen or oxygen is added to the lattice, mixing occurs primarily

between the interstitial atom’s p-state and the surrounding TiGgatom’s d-state. This is shown

in Figure 4 for interstitial carbon and oxygen atoms, which is a plot of the cumulative area of

the difference between the PDOS’S of Ti5Si3~.5 and Ti5Si3. A positive slope in Figure 4

indicates an increase in the PDOS of an atom in Ti5Si3~.5 compared to that same atom in

Ti5Si3. Similarly, a negative slope indicates a decrease and a zero slope indicates no change

in the PDOS’S in Ti5Si3~.5 relative to Ti5Si3. Thus, as seen in Figure 4, addition of 0.5

formula units of oxygen leads to an increase of about 0.3 states for each TiGgatom at -6 to -7

eV which corresponds exactly to the position of the oxygen p-band. Also, addition of oxygen

leads to a reduction of 0.1 states per TiGgatom at -4.5 to -5 eV and a reduction of 0.25 states

per atom at -0.5 to -2 eV which corresponds to areas of d(Ti)-p(Si) and d(Ti)-d(Ti)
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interaction, respectively. Furthermore, little change occurs between the PDOS’S of Ti4d and

Si atoms in Ti5Si300.5 relative to Ti5Si3. Based on these observations, addition of oxygen to

Ti5Si3 leads to the formation of d(TiGg)-p(0) bonds at the expense of d(TiGg)-d(TiGg)

interaction and to a lesser extent, d(TiGg)-p(Si) interaction. However, d(Ti4d)-d(Ti4d) and

d(Titi)-p(Si) interactions remain relatively unaffected.

The effect of carbon additions is similar in that TiGgatoms show the most dramatic

redistribution of electronic states. Also, the increase in states of the TiGgatoms coincides in

energy with the carbon p-states (-2 to -5 eV) and the decrease in states of TiGgatoms
.

coincides with states associated with d(TiGg)-d(TiGg)interaction (-0.5 to -2 eV). However,

unlike oxygen (and nitrogen), the carbon p-band is considerably broader and is located at

similar energy levels as the Si p-band (-2 to -5 eV). This broader band may suggest that

carbon is more strongly bonded to the TiGgatoms then oxygen (and nitrogen). Additionally,

the d(Ti4d)-p(Si) interaction has shifted slightly to energies closer to the Fermi level.

Although not shown, the effect of nitrogen additions is very similar to that of oxygen

additions. Boron additions, however, leads to a redistribution of TiGgstates around boron’ss-

band, which is located at -6 to -7 eV. The majority of boron’s p-states are located at -1 to -2

eV, where d(Ti)-d(Ti) interactions predominate.

Finally, although d(TiGg)-p(Z) bonding apparently forms at the expense of d(TiGg)-d(TiGg)

interactions, no significant change in DOS occurs at the Fermi level for all studied

compositions. Also, although not obvious in Figures 2 and 3, the overlap between Ti4d and Si

atoms increases slightly as interstitial atoms are added to Ti5Si3. This may suggest an

increase in bonding between Ti4d and Si atoms.
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6. Conclusions

Based on enthalpy of formation calculations, the D88 structure appears to be the most

stable structure for Ti5Si3 in accordance with experimental evidence. Also, interstitial

additions appear to increase the stability of the D88 structure. This increase in stability is

apparently a result of bonding between the interstitial atom’s p-electrons and the TiGgatom’s

d-electrons, which results in a strong contraction in separation between the atoms. These

bonds form at the expense of TiGgstates located near the Fermi level. All other PDOS

features remain relatively unaffected by the incorporation of interstitial atoms.
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Figure Captions

Figurel. D8gcrystal structureof Ti&. a) OOlorthographic projection oflattice with

highlighted trigonal antiprisms. b) Depiction of the face-sharing of the trigonal antiprkms

along the c-axis. Z atoms sit at the center of the trigonal antiprisms formed by six

surrounding Tibg atoms.

Figure 2. Change in atomic separations as carbon is added to Ti5Si3. Dotted lines represent

theoretical calculations, solid lines represent experimental data. The underestimation of

lattice contraction by theoretical calculations is due to the underestimation of the calculated

lattice volume for pure Ti5Si3.

Figure 3. PDOS’S for Ti5Si3 and Ti&i3~~. Thick, black lines represent Si states; thick, light

lines are Z states; thin, black lines are Tibg states; thin, light lines are Ti% states.

Figure 4. a) Cumulative area of the difference between the DOS of an atom in Ti5Si300.5 and

the DOS of that same atom in Ti5Si3. b) Cumulative area of the difference between the DOS

of an atom in Ti5Si3Co,5 and the DOS of that same atom in Ti5Si3. Positive slopes in the Tibg

curves correspond exactly in energy to the position of the interstitial atom’s p-state. Smaller

features in these figures are due to slight changes in the Fermi level as interstitial atoms are

added to Ti5Si3.
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Table I. Calculated Enthal~ies of Formation

Composition Structure Enthalpy, eV/f.u.
Ti5Si3 D8~ -6.060
Ti5Si3 D8m -6.170
Ti5Si3 D88 -6.410

Ti5Si3Bo,25 D8g -6.604
Ti5Si3Bo,5 D8g -7.104
Ti5Si3Co.25 D8g -6.625
Ti5Si3Co.5 D88 -7.251
Ti5Si3No,5 D88 -6.866
Ti5Si300,5 D8* -8.870

Table II. Calculated Structural Parameters for Ti5Si3~

z. a, A c, A Xi,A xi, A
-- 7.3770 5.0840 0.2473 0.6063

BOZ5 7.4027 5.1079 -- --

Bo.5 7.4101 5.1130 0.2470 0.6023

CO.25 7.3775 5.0892 -- --

CO.5 7.3925 5.0956 0.2400 0.6023

N0.5 7.3834 5.0746 0.2410 0.6025

00.5 7.3730 5.0829 0.2440 0.6025

Table III. Measured Structural Parameters for Ti5Si3~

Zx a, A c, A X;.A x;. A
--

BOZ4

B0,4T

Co,Z5

CO.47

N13,z7

NO.46

00.22

00.4

7.4601(1)
7.4670(2)
7.4781(1)
7.4497(1)
7.4415(1)
7.4387(1)
7.4273(1)
7.4469(2)
7.4342(1)

5.1510(1)
5.1722(2)
5.1788(1)
5.1596(1)
5.1687(1)
5.1453(1)
5.1543(1)
5.1410(1)
5.1334(1)

0.2507(3)

0.2495(3)

0.2478(3)

0.2446(3)

0.2391(3)

0.2439(2)

0.2379(3)

0.2454(2)

0.2419(2)

0.6067(2)

0.6076(5)

0.6053(5)

0.6032(2)

0.6004(2)

0.6049(3)

0.6025(5)

0.6041(2)

0.6015(2)
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CHAPTER 5: OXIDATION RESISTANCE OF Ti~Si~ AND Ti@i~Zx AT

1000”C (Z = C, N OR O)

A paper to be submitted to Oxidation ofik?etals

J.J. Williams and M. Akinc

Abstract

The oxidation behavior of TisSiq+Y(y = O or 0.2) and Ti5Si3ZX(Z = C, N or O, x= 0.25

or 0.5) was studied at 1000°C in air or argon-oxygen mixtures for up to 500 hours. Ti5Si3 has

poor oxidation resistance in air due to an oxide scale rich in rutile and sub-scale formation of

TiN, TiSi, TiSiz and Si. In contrast, Ti5Si3.2 forms a silica scale because the activity of

silicon is orders-of-magnitude higher and thus, has excellent oxidation resistance. Samples

with oxygen or nitrogen show only slight improvements in the early stages of oxidation

compared to Ti5Si3.

hours at 1000”C.

However, samples with carbon displayed excellent resistance over 500

Introduction

Ti5Si3 has been extensively studied over the past decade as a candidate material for

demanding, high temperature applications. The reasons are due to its high melting point

(2130”C), low density (-4.3 g/cm3) and good creep and oxidation resistance (< 0.05

mg/cm2/h) at and below 850°C. However, published research on the oxidation resistance of

Ti5Si3 above 850”C has been notably inconsistent. Specifically, two previous studies by
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Mitra and Raol and Taniguchi et al.2 have reported excellent oxidation resistance to 1250”C,

whereas studies by Thorn et al.3-G,Kim et al.7 and Abba et al.8 reported poor oxidation

resistance above 850”C. Based on thermodynamic data, these discrepancies maybe

explained by small differences in the chemical composition of Ti5Si3.

Current studies on thermodynamic phase equilibria indicate that Ti5Si3 exists over a

significant volubility range of silicon (35.7 mol% to 39.0 mol% at 1000”C). Furthermore, the

titanium-to-silicon activity ratio in Ti5Si3 changes by twelve orders of magnitude across this

volubility range. According to Rahmel and Spence~, this extreme change in activity ratio

from titanium rich to silicon rich compositions changes the stable oxide on Ti5Si3 from

titanium oxide to silicon oxide. This would significantly change the measured oxidation

resistance since diffusion through titanium oxide is several orders of magnitude faster than

diffusion through silicon oxide. At 1000”C, for example, titanium metal, which forms a

rutile (Ti02) scale, gains weight at a rate greater than 1 mg/cm2/h.10 In contrast, silicon,

which forms an amorphous silica scale, gains weight at a rate less than 1x10-4 mg/cm2/h.l 1

Thus, Ti5Si3 with excess silicon is expected to have excellent oxidation resistance because a

continuous layer of Si02 is likely to form. Similarly, Ti5Si3 with excess titanium is expected

to have poor oxidation resistance because a scale rich in titanium oxide should form.

This simple thermodynamic argument seems to accurately describe the actual

oxidation behavior of Ti5Si3. For example, both studies that reported excellent oxidation

resistance for Ti5Si3 below 1250”C also reported that their samples had small amounts (-5

VOIYO)of silicon-rich phases. 1-2 These silicon-rich samples had excellent oxidation resistance

because a continuous layer of Si02 formed on Ti5Si~. In contrast, the samples used in the
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study by Abba et al.s were 10 ~m films of Ti5Si3 deposited on titanium metal, suggesting a

higher titanium activity relative to silicon. This study found that a mixed scale of rutile

(TiOz) and amorphous silica forms on Ti@i3. Furthermore, the rutile content was sufficiently

high to provide little resistance to further oxidation above 850”C. The samples in the studies

by Thorn et al.3-b and Kim et al.7 were reported to be single phase and assumed to be

stoichiometric Ti5Si3. These oxidized samples had a mixed rutile-silica scale in contact with

Ti5Si3 and similarly poor resistance to further oxidation at 1000”C like those found in the

study by Abba et al.8 Unlike other studies, however, the studies by Thorn et al.3-b and Kim et

al.7 also reported additional unknown phases beneath the rutile-silica mixed scale.

Unfortunately, this argument, which is used to explain the discrepancies in the

published oxidation resistance of Ti5Si3, is simplistic because several of the studies used

samples that were contaminated with interstitial oxygen and/or carbon. Furthermore, studies

on the oxidation behavior of Ti5Si3 with interstitial oxygen or carbon intentionally added

have suggested that the oxidation resistance is vastly improved by these interstitial

elements.5’b Unfortunately, those studies also suffered from interstitial impurities, and thus,

the exact effects of interstitial elements and silicon-to titanium ratios on the oxidation

resistance of Ti5Si3 remains unclear.

This study attempts to clarify these compositional effects on the oxidation behavior of

Ti5Si3. Specifically, this study has measured the oxidation behavior of well-chmacterized

and chemically pure samples of Ti5Si3+Y,Ti5Si3.YCX,Ti5Si30X and Ti5Si3NX(y= O or 0.2, x =

0.25 or 0.5) at 1000”C. Oxidation kinetics were measured by thermogravimetric analysis

(TGA), and oxidation products were quantified by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), x-
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ray diffraction (XRD) and residual gas analysis (RGA).

Experimental Procedure

Starting materials included sponge titanium (Timet, 99.7 wt%), silicon pieces (Alfa

IEsar, 99.9999 wt%), spectrographic grade graphite electrodes for carbon, titanium nitride for

nitrogen (Johnson Matthey, 99.8 wt%) and titanium dioxide for oxygen (Fischer Scientific,

99.8 wt%) (all listed purities are metals basis). The sponge titanium was pre-melted two

times to volatilize surface contamination before being used in synthesis. Sample

compositions, which weighed approximately 10 g each, were synthesized via arc-melting in

an ultra-high purity (UHP) argon atmosphere. Weight losses after arc-melting were generally

much less than 0.5 wt%, and samples were single phase except those specifically synthesized

in two-phase regions: the titanium-rich and silicon rich compositions. Based on high-

resolution x-ray diffraction and lattice parameter measurements, samples were well

crystallized and homogeneous. In addition, total carbon, nitrogen and oxygen impurity

content was less than 0.09 wt% for all samples. Table I lists the lattice parameters and

secondary phase content determined by XRD. With the exception of Ti5Si3No.25,the lattice

parameters of all compositions are in excellent agreement with those reported by Williams et

al.12 The larger than expected lattice parameters for Ti5Si3No.25might suggest that this

sample has a slight excess of silicon.

All oxidation experiments were run on arc-melted material. However, TGA

experiments could not be run with as-arc-melted ingots because the large number of micro-

cracks made sample surface areas difficult to control and measure (to compare the rates at
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which samples oxidize by TGA one must normalize rate of mass gain to the sample’s surface

area). Thus, ingots were ground and sieved to granular material such that each granule was a

crack-free single crystal. From SEM analysis of approximately sixty granules from three

different samples, the average particle size and particle surface area were estimated to be

465*64 ~m and 0.010~0.003 cm2, respectively. Each TGA sample, which weighed

approximately 75 mg (roughly 500 granules), was placed in a quartz sample pan and hung

from a Cahn 2000 microbalance. The TGA apparatus was then evacuated to –100 IcPa and

subsequently back-filled with an oxidizing atmosphere four to five times to purge the system.

Oxidizing atmospheres included zero-grade air or 79% UHP argon -21% UHP oxygen. The

oxidizing gas was then allowed to flow for two hours at 50 cm3/min with the sample heated

to 250”C. This was done to insure a pure atmosphere, as well as to burn off possible surface

contaminants from the sample. Finally, the sample was heated to 1000”C at 20 OC/min and

held for one to 500 hours. Gas flow was maintained at 50 cm3/min throughout the

experiment. During select oxidation runs, the gas atmosphere was analyzed by an RGA.

After the granular samples were oxidized in the TGA, they were ground to <20 pm for phase

analysis via XRD. A silicon standard (NIST SRM 640b) was added to most samples for

accurate lattice parameter measurements. Rietveld analysis software (GSAS, Los Alamos

National Laboratory 1985) was used to determine phase fractions and lattice parameters.

The use of granular arc-melted materials in the TGA experiments insured high-purity

samples, good control over starting surface areas and high product-to-reactant ratios.

However, quantitative measurements on the rate of oxidation can not be made for samples

with poor oxidation resistance because the reaction surface area becomes significantly
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reduced in a non-uniform manner over the course of the experiment. In addition, scale

morphology cannot be easily observed. Thus, cut surfaces of the arc-melted ingots were also

oxidized in conditions identical to those used in the TGA experiments. Cross-sections of

these oxide scales were then analyzed under an SEM. The phases determined from XRD in

the TGA experiments were then correlated to the scale morphologies observed in the SEM

with EDS.

Results and Discussion

Oxidation of TiJiJ at 1000”C in Air

The measured oxidation resistance of stoichiometric Ti~Siq granules agrees well with

the studies of Abba et al. s, Thorn et al.3-Gand Kim et al.7 Like these other studies, the initial

oxide products consist of an inner mixed scale of rutile and amorphous silica and an external

scale of pure rutile (see Figure 1a). Observations made on the formation of the oxide scales

clearly suggest that the external rutile scale grows by outward diffusion of titanium. The

primary growth mechanism of the inner mixed scale is somewhat unclear, but research has

shown that silica primarily grows by inward diffusion of oxygen. Figure 2 illustrates the

weight gain as a function of time for a Ti5Si3 sample that was oxidized in flowing zero-grade

air at 1000”C. Like previous studies, the curve displays an inflection point where an

accelerated oxidation regime begins after approximately 11 hours. Superimposed on this

weight-gain curve in Figure 2 is a plot of the measured lattice volume. Initially the lattice

volume contracts sharply as oxygen and nitrogen diffuse into the vacant interstitial sites in

Ti5Si3. This lattice volume, as measured by XRD, is only the average volume because a
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compositional gradient of oxygen and nitrogen must exist in Ti5Si3 for further diffusion to

occur. Nonetheless, the kinetics in the early stages of oxidation are certainly affected by the

filling of interstitial sites with oxygen and nitrogen.

Also shown in Figure 2, the accelerated oxidation regime is apparently caused by the

growth of sub-scale phases such as TiSiz and TiN. Figure lb shows a portion of the surface

shortly after this accelerated oxidation begins. Based on this figure, nucleation and growth of

phases beneath the original oxide scale cause a large volume expansion. The stresses that

develop due to this volume expansion apparently disrupt the external oxide scale allowing

accelerated oxidation to occur. The study by Thorn et al.4 observed that oxide scales on

monolithic Ti5Si3 do span, giving support to the argument that stresses do develop during

oxidation. Furthermore, the study by Abba et als observed cracks in the external oxide scales

of Ti5Si3.

The x-ray spectrum of oxidized granules, given in Figure 3, indicates that several

phases form during the oxidation of Ti5Si3 by air at 1000”C. With the exception of one study

that showed the presence of TiSi24 and a different study that showed the presence of TiN8, no

other studies have reported the presence of anything other than rutile and amorphous silica

during the oxidation of Ti~Si3. The use of granular material in this study yielded a

significantly higher product to reactant ratio compared to previous studies. Thus, the

products could be easily detected with XRD. Furthermore, these detected products agree

with the Ti-Si-N-O phase diagram calculated by Bhansali and Sinclair. 13 Figure 4 depicts a

Ti5Si3-N-0 pseudo-ternary cut from this quaternary phase diagram. The only predicted phase

not actually detected in the oxidation products was Si2N20. Also, one minor peak, as shown
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in Figure 3, could not be positively identified.

Oxidation of-Ti5SiJat 1000”C in 79% Ar - 21% 02

Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the results of oxidizing Ti5Si3 in an argon-oxygen mixture.

As was the case with samples oxidized in air, these samples form an external rutile scale and

an inner mixed scale of rutile and amorphous silica. Based on the pseudo-ternary diagram

(Fig. 4) other titanium oxide phases should have formed beneath these scales, although none

were detected. Unlike the samples oxidized in air, the samples oxidized in the absence of

nitrogen maintain good oxidation resistance over 100 hours. In fact, the rate of weight gain is

fit well by a typical diffusion-controlled model with a parabolic rate constant of

approximately 0.002 mg2/cm4/h. In contrast, published rate constants of Ti5Si3 in air at

1000”C suggests a linear rate constant of 0.1 mg/cm2/h.G Thus, the presence of nitrogen and

its effect on thermodynamic phase equilibria and reaction kinetics play a key role in the poor

oxidation resistance of Ti5Si3. This also indicates that rutile is not an effective diffusion

barrier for nitrogen, although no quantitative diffusion studies are know to exist.

E#ect of Carbon, Nitrogen, or Oxygen on the Oxidation of TiJiJ

Figure 7 illustrates the effects of interstitial carbon, nitrogen or oxygen on the

oxidation resistance of Ti5Si3. In the early stages of oxidation, all samples with interstitial

elements show measurably smaller weight gains over pure Ti5Si3. As noted earlier, some of

the weight gain in pure Ti5Si3 is due to interstitial incorporation of oxygen and nitrogen.

Thus, samples with a portion of the interstices already filled should gain less weight in the
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initial stages of oxidation, as is observed in Figure 7. However, if this were the only reason

for the difference in weight gain, all samples with the same level of interstitial elements,

regardless of the type of interstitial element, should show the same amount of weight gain in

the initial stages of oxidation.

Figure 7 clearly shows that the type of interstitial element does affect the initial

amount of weight gain. In fact, based on quantitative XRD, the amount of rutile that forms

on the interstitially modified samples is significantly less than that of pure Ti5Si3 in the early

stages of oxidation. Additionally, as seen in Figure 8, the scales after one hour of oxidation

are composed primarily of amorphous silica. Thus the rate of rutile formation has slowed in

the early stages of oxidation on samples that initially contain interstitial atoms. This suggests

that the presence of interstitial atoms increases the activation energy and/or lowers the

driving force for rutile formation. In support of this hypothesis, studies have shown that

interstitial elements, like carbon, nitrogen and oxygen, are bonded only to the titanium atoms

in Ti5Si3.12>14Thus, this preferential bonding to titanium should increase the activation

energy for rutile formation, and in the early stagesof oxidation, would decrease the amount

of rutile thatforms relative to the amountof silica. Furthermore,carbon is suspected to be

most strongly bonded and oxygen least stronglybonded to these titaniumatoms. Thus, a

correlation exists between interstitialbond strengthand the initialamount of rutileformation

– the higher the bond strength,the lower the initialrutilecontent.

With the exception of the carbon-containing samples, however, all samples eventually

show a similar transitionto acceleratedoxidation kinetics as Ti5Si3becomes saturatedwith

oxygen and nitrogen, and additionalphasesbegin to grow beneaththe scale. Only the carbon
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containing samples maintaina silica rich scale over long periods of time. Additionally, the

lattice volume of carbon-containing samples remainedunchanged over 500 hours at 1000”C,

which indicates negligible diffusion of atmosphericnitrogenor oxygen into the intersticesof

Ti5Si3. Thus, a different mechanism for the improvement in oxidation behavior might exist.

Figure 9 illustratesthatC02 evolution duringthe early stagesof oxidation of Ti5Si3CX

compositions might also play a role in the initial scale development. Oxidation of carbon at

the Ti5Si3– oxide scale interface would reduce the amountof oxygen diffusing into the

intersticesand reduce the overall measuredweight gain.

Effect of Titanium to Silicon Ratios on the Oxidation behavior of Ti5Si3

As noted in the introduction,previous datasuggest thatthe titanium-to-silicon ratio

might have a profound effect on the oxidation resistanceof Ti5Si3. Thus two additional

samples were oxidized in air: Ti5Si3,2and Ti5Si2.8C05.Figure 10 displays the TGA resultsof

these experiments, and Table II gives the reactionrateconstants. Although a large initial

mass gain exists due to filling of empty intersticesin Ti5Si3.2,the sample did yield a

continuous layer of amorphous silica andexcellent oxidation resistanceat 1000°C. As

previously mentioned, the carbon containing samples do not show this initialmass gain. This

may be due to a reduction of the flux of oxygen atoms into the intersticesbecause of the

oxidation of carbon at the Ti5Si3CX-- oxide scale interface. The assertionthatoxygen

diffuses into Ti5Si3.2and not Ti5Si3CXis substantiatedby XRD lattice volume measurements.

Whereas the lattice volume of Ti5Si3,2contractsby 2%, the measuredchanges in lattice

volume of Ti5Si3CXwere less thanO.19Z0.More importantly, the silicon-deficient, carbon-
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containing sample also had relativelygood oxidation resistanceat 1000”C. This provides

conclusive proof thatthe presence of carbon in the intersticesof Ti5Si3does vastly improve

the oxidation resistance.

Conclusions

Stoichiometric Ti5Si3has poor oxidation resistanceat 1000”C due to the formation of

a scale rich in rutile. This scale does not provide aneffect diffusion barrierfor oxygen and

nitrogen, and hence allows additionalphases to grow beneaththe externalscale. The phases

thatform when Ti5Si3is oxidized in air cause a large volume expansion and eventual

disruption of the external scale. These phases, which include TiN, Si, TiSi2 and TiSi, were

predicted from thermodynamic dataandpublished phase diagrams. When oxidized in

nitrogen-free atmospheres,however, Ti5Si3maintainsrelatively good oxidation resistance at

1000”C.

IIIagreementwith previous research,both Ti5Si3.2andTi5Si& possess excellent

oxidation resistance at 1000”C. Based on thermodynamicdataof Ti5Si3,only a slight excess

in silicon is needed to shift the oxide scale from rutile-richto silica-rich, which explains the

good oxidation resistanceof Ti5Si3.2.The reason for the improvement in oxidation resistance

due to carbon additions remainsunclear. It maybe due to an increase in the activation energy

of rutile formation, as well as a reduction of oxygen flux into Ti5Si3because of the oxidation

of carbon beneaththe oxide scale. In contrastto previous research,Ti5Si30Xdoes not

maintaingood long-term oxidation resistance. This discrepancy is most likely due to impure

samples used in previous studies.
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Figure Captions

Figure la. Oxide scale on Ti5Si3after 10 h at 1000”C in air consist of an externalrutile scale

(top, lighter layer) and an innermixed scale of rutileand silica. b. In the accelerated oxidation

regime, secondary phases begin to develop within the Ti5Si3matrix,causing a large volume

expansion. These phases included a layer of TiSi in contact with Ti5Si3followed by a thicker

layer of TiSi2, as well as mixed areasof Si, TiN, silica and rutile.

Figure 2. The rate of mass gain during the oxidation of Ti5Si3 begins to accelerate after

roughly 11 h. Contraction of the Ti5Si3 lattice suggests that incorporation of oxygen and

nitrogen into Ti5Si3 plays a role in reaction kinetics. Also, growth rates of rutile, TiN and

TiSi2 increase rapidly in the accelerated regime.

Figure 3. X-ray diffraction spectra of a Ti5Si3 sample oxidized in air at 1000”C for 50 h. One

peak at 39.9° remains unidentified. All identified phases were expected based on published

thermodynamic calculations.

Figure 4. Pseudo-ternary phase diagram taken from a quaternary diagram published by

Bhansali and Sinclair.13 Their study failed to recognize volubility ranges of Ti5Si3, TiN,

Si2N20, TiO and Ti, thus the phase boundaries are not rigorously correct. The dashed line

represents 79% N2-21 % 02 (air). The phase triangles at right, which are too closely spaced

for labeling, are composed of titanium oxides (Ti203, Ti305, TiAOTand TiOz), TiN and Si02.
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Figure 5. The rate of mass gain of Ti5Si3 is significantly slowed when oxidized in the

absence of atmospheric nitrogen.

Figure 6. The scale on Ti5Si3 consists of an external rutile scale and inner mixed scale of

rutile and silica after oxidation at 1000°C in 79% Ar–21 % 02. The scale is sufficiently rich

in silica to provide marginally good oxidation resistance.

Figure 7. Mass gains of various compositions oxidized in air at 1000”C. All samples with

interstitial atoms originally incorporated into Ti5Si3 show less mass gain than pure Ti5Si3 in

the early stages. However, only Ti5Si3CXmaintains resistance for extended time periods.

Figure 8a. Oxidation of Ti5Si3 after one hour at 1000”C under flowing zero-grade air. The

scale of Ti5Si3 is a mixture of Si02 (dark areas) and Ti02 (lighter areas). b. Oxidation of

Ti5Si3Co.25after one hour at 1000”C under flowing zero-grade air. The scale of Tissisco.zs

(as well as, Ti5Si3N02~ and Ti5Si300.25) is primarily SiOz after one hour.

Figure 9. RGA during the oxidation of various compositions in air. The oxidation of carbon

to C02 may play an important role in early scale development of Ti5Si3CXcompositions as

well as the rate at which oxygen diffuses into the interstices of Ti5Si3. Note that the

subsequent drop in measured C02 evolution above 750”C is a result of the growth of the

oxide scale. Carbon should continue to oxidize, although the diffusion barrier provided by

the oxide scale drops the rate of COZ formation below the detection limit of the RGA.
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Figure 10. Long term mass gains of various compositions oxidized in air at 1000”C. Tissis.z

and Ti5Si3CXcompositions form a passivating layer of silica and maintain excellent oxidation

resistance over extended periods of time.
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Table I. X-Ray Diffraction Results of Starting Materials

Sample a, ~ c, A Second Phases, vol%
Ti5Si3 7.4600(2) 5.1517(1) ---

Ti5Si3.2 7.4842(2) 5.1749(2) 8% Ti5Si4,2% TiSi
Ti5Si300.25 7.4470(3) 5.1392(3) ---

Ti5Si300.5 7.4335(1) 5.1316(1) ---

Ti5Si3No.25 7.4494(3) 5.1495(3) ---

Ti5Si3No,5 7.4273(1) 5.1453(1) ---

Ti5Si3Co.25 7.4506(1) 5.1565(1) ---

Ti5Si3Co.5 7.4399(1) 5.1677(1) ---

Ti5Si2.8Co.5 7.4446(2) 5.1620(1) 2% Ti

Table II. Oxidation Rate Constants at 1000”C

Sample Rate Constant* Model* Atmosphere Reference%
Ti5Si3 0.1 Linear Air [6]

Ti5Si3Co.5 2X10-5 Parabolic Air This Study
Ti5Si3.2 5X10-5 Parabolic Air This Study

Ti5si2.gco.5 4X10-3 Parabolic Air This Study
Si 2X104 Parabolic 02 [11]
Ti >1 Linear Air [10]

Ti5Si3 2X10-3 Parabolic 79% Ar–21% Oz This Study

* For a parabolic model, units of the rate constant are mg2/cm4/h, for a linear model, units are
mg/cm2/h.
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Figure 1
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Figure 6.
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Figure 8
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CHAPTER 6: GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

This study was motivated by the fact that previous research on the structure and

properties of Ti$i3 showed unacceptably inconsistent results. The primary reason for these

inconsistencies was interstitial contamination of Ti5Si3 by carbon, nitrogen and oxygen.

Thus, this study measured the effects that these interstitial atoms have on some of the

previously reported properties. These properties include crystalline structure, thermal

expansion anisotropy, electronic structure and bonding, and high temperature oxidation

resistance.

In Chapter 2 of this study, the lattice parameters and atomic positions of Ti5Si3

function of carbon, nitrogen or oxygen content were measured via x-ray and neutron

diffraction. Comparing these lattice parameters to those reported in other studies on

as a

supposedly pure Ti5Si3confirmed thatthe majority of the previous studieshad samples with a

considerable amount of interstitialimpurities. In fact, the latticeparametertrendsgiven in

Chapter2 can be used to estimatethe types and level of impuritiesin these studies.

Furthermore,Chapter2 discusses how atomic positions change as interstitialatoms are

incorporated into the lattice. These changes in atomic separationssuggest thatstrong bonds

form between the interstitialatoms and the surroundingtitaniumatoms. This is in full

agreementwith the electronic structurecalculations given in Chapter4. These calculations

show thatbonding does occur between titaniumd-statesand interstitialatom p-states at the

expense of bonding between some of the titaniumand silicon atoms. In addition, carbon

seems to be the most stronglybonded interstitialatom.

Knowledge of the exact interstitialcontent and its effect on bonding is important
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because Chapters3 and 5 have shown thatinterstitialatoms have a markedeffect on the

thermalexpansion and oxidation resistance. As discussed in Chapter3, all interstitialatoms

lower the thermalexpansion anisotropyof Ti5Si~due to the formation of bonds between the

interstitialatom and the surroundingtitaniumatoms. Although interstitialatoms do have an

effect on the thermalexpansion of Ti5Si3,theseeffects were not strong enough to explain all

the scatterof previous studies. These studiesmost likely suffered from systematicerrors as a

resultof poor experimentaldesign. The experimentalprocedure used in this studywas

designed to significantly reduce these systematicerrors.

As illustratedin Chapter3, samples with interstitialcarbon had the greatestreduction

in thermalexpansion anisotropy compared to pure Ti5Si3. This makes Ti5Si3CX-based

compounds promising materialsfor engineeringapplicationsbecause, as shown in Chapter5,

Ti5Si3CXalso has far superioroxidation resistance. The excellent oxidation resistanceis due

to the formation of a continuous layer of amorphous silica. This silica layer provides a much

more effective diffusion barriercompared to the rutile-richscale thatforms on pure Ti5Si3.

In fact samples with all types of interstitialatoms show betterresistancethanpure Ti5Si3in

the initial stages of oxidation because of scales richer in silica. However, contraryto

previous research, only samples with interstitialcarbon or excess silicon maintaina silica rich

scale and long-term oxidation resistance. Samples thateventuallyform rutile-richscales also

form TiN, TiSi, TiSi2 and Si beneaththe oxide scale. The formation of these phases leads to

a volume expansion which eventuallycauses disruptionof the externaloxide scale and hence,

poor oxidation resistance.

Unfortunately,single phase Ti5Si3,even with interstitialcarbon, is not an ideal
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engineering material due to its ambient temperature brittleness and high creep rates above

1200”C. However, Ti5Si3CXcould bean important component in a multi-phase system due to

its low density, and excellent oxidation resistance. Future research should focus on partial

substitution of Ti for other transition metals, such as niobium, zirconium and molybdenum.

As mentioned in Chapter 3; partial substitution of the transition element maybe the most

effective method of reducing crystalline anisotropic properties. Also, this multi-component

material will most likely require a metallic phase to impart better fracture toughness. Pure

titanium metal would not be a good choice due to its high creep rate.

Much work is still required to realize the full potential of Ti5Si3-based materials.

Additionally previous research on Ti~Si~, as well as all Mn~Si~-based materials must be

viewed critically because processing these materials without interstitial impurities is

exceedingly difficult. As discussed in this study, uncontrolled interstitial impurities will

unpredictably affect the measured properties.


